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Statement of Procedure.

The purpose of this thesi. is to analy'&e tb.e speeches of three
representative modern women orators and in ana.1.7zing the speeches of
these women to draJf certain conclusions rega.rdiDg women'. orato17. I
have chosen the speeches of

J~e

norence I. Ulen, 1bJ.th Bryan Owen,

and Mabel Walker W1l1ebrandt. '!'bese women are well known for their

ability as IJUccesat'ul public speakers and they are listed as I'good
speakers ll in the Who's

!he!. 2!:. Womeq

Orators

!!. Aplerica.

(1)

In order to understand the acceptance of these modern women
orators, it is necessary to study the historical background. of women's
oratory in Mnerica. The introductory chapter not only shows how women
speakers have overcome the barriers of di sapproval and prejudice, but
it also clarifies certain conceptions which have been entertained in
regard to warnen's oratory.
'Dle principles of effective spealdng, which are used as stBDdards
for judging the effectiveness of the &peeches analyzed in this thesis,
have been derived from a study of various textbooks of oratory, includ
ing the writings of ancient Greek and Roman authorities as well as
the more modern authorities. 'Dle crit.eria established b7 these authors
have been applied to men speakers alone; speeches made by women have
never been analyzed in

~

tutbook on speech. It is

flq

pu.rpose to apply

these cri teria to women speakers in an effort to prove. that both men
and women speakers ma,y be judged b1 the sSIDe atande.rds •
For the purpose of analysis I have selected thirty speechea: ten
(1) Ra.smD.ssen, Oarrie, Who 's

!!!2. 2.!

Women Orators

!A America, p.M,73,81.

speeches delivered by Judge Florence E. Allen on liThe Ou.tlawry of War";
ten speeches by Ruth Bryan Owen, three of which were delivered in Con
gress end seven of which, on the subject of "Citizenship", were delivered
on a tour of the country in 1929 end 1930; and ten speeches by Mabel
Walker Willebrandt, all of which, with the exception of one post-eampaign
speech, were campaign speeches for Herbert Hoover in the presidential
campaign of 1928.
The concluding chapter points out the fact that women always have
been effective speakers. It shows the reason why the women studied are
effective speakers. It reveals the fact that these three speakers of
different types adhere to common standards of oratory. It establishes
the fact that women I s 'speeches

~

be analyzed by the same criteria

as those which have been defined for men.
Appendix A contains a biographical sketch of each speaker in order
to show that the subject matter of the speeches of these women is an
outgrowth of ideas to which their lives have been dedicated.
Appendix B contains one representative speech for each speaker
for the purpose of enabling the reader to examine its style. Quintilian
recognized the importance of studying the style of great orators, "for
in everything which we teach, examples are more effective even than the
rule& which are ta:ught in the schools. And the reason is this, that the
professor of rhetoric lays down rules, while the orator gives a
practical demonstration. II (2)

(2) Q;uintii1.ian, The Institutio Oratoria, vol.3, p.ll.
~

!±

-

Introduction.

There is an erroneous view that the "present popularity of
women speakers seem.s to be an outgrowth of the greater independence
of women, achieved through the pass8&e of the

SUff~e

.Amendment,

June 5, 1919." (3) The Suffrage Amendment was rather the outgrowth
of the increasing popularity of women speakers and the effectiveness
of their speeches • .Although no textbook on publio speaking discusses
the contribation women have made to orator.Y, the study of history
reveals the importance of women as public speakers.
In America the first woman to be recognized as a power and an
influence upon public thought was Anne Marbury Hutchinson. She was
born in Lincolnshire, England in 1590. At an early age she married
William Hutchinson, and in 1634 with her husband and children she
journeyed to America. The early Boston colonists were as intolerant
of those who opposed their views as the people of England, from

who~

they ned, bad been intolerant. During the week the men held meet
ings discussing the Su.nd.q sermon. Mrs. Hutchinson organized
meetings for the women. This was a new departure for never before had
women met for independent thought and action. Hundreds of women coming
from near-by towns as well as Boston were soon holding regular meetings
to review the sermons of the SUnday before with Anne Hutchinson's
comment and interpretation. Such freedom of speech oould not be tolerated
by the good Puritans. Anne Hutchinson was forbidden to speak in public,
ao the meetings -ere continued in her home. Even this was not to be
tolerated. She was tried in court and although she defended herself
(3) BasIlIIlssen. Carrie, WhO's Who of Women Orators

!a

America, p.l.

brilliantly, she was banished from the community in 1638. Five years
later she and her entire family were massacred by an Indian. It is
said that
IIAnne Hutchinson wielded a power and influence never before nor since
by any of her sex in America. Her influence upon the life of
women is ver,y marked even at the present daJ. She is the spiritual
ancester of every woman's alliance; indeed of every organization in
the land for patriotic or social or intellectual or religious conference
and improvement - and in all years to come every such assembly should
pay ho~e to the name and the spirit and the gifts and the memory
of Anne Hutchinson. II (4)
e~led

Almost eighty five years passed before we hear of other women
attempting to speak in public. Carrie Chapman Catt tells of two
courageous and remarkable women, the Grimke sisters of South Carolina,
who freed their slaves in 1828 and went North. They began speaking
~ublicly

in favor of abDlition and were mobbed many times. They

contended for the right of women as well as of the slaves.
IIAbby Kelly, the most persecuted of all women who labored in the anti
slavery cause, also began speaking at about this time, and these three
fearless women blazed a trail, through a fusillade of rotten eggs,
brickbats, and vile abuse. to an acknowledgement of the right of women
to speak on public platforms. The persecutions continued for years until
women 'I1on the right to organize, speak, and work for publlc causes. II (5)
The first outstanding speaker was Lucretia Mott, the noted
abolitionist. The description of her power as a speaker shows the
extreme naturalness of her deliver,y. It is said

tha~

she had a real

power over her audiences; lithe sweetness of her voice added to the
convincing earnestness of her manner. People of all denominations
went miles to hear her preach. Her voice Was singularly sweet and
clear, and her map,ner had IllllCh naturalness and gre.ce. Her words were
simple, earnest, eloquent. 1f (6) In 1818 she began traveling around

(4) Cameron, Mabel Vrard, TheB.iographical Cyclopaedia, vol.l t p.195.
(5) Catt, Carrie Chapman, Women Suffrage, p.14.
(6) Bolton, Sarah R. t Lives of Girl~ Who Became Famous, p.137-8.

the country speaking in Quaker meeting-houses, telling her listeners
of the peace-loving principles of the Friends, pointing ant the evils
of injustice in any form. She was a pioneer among the advocates
against slavery.
"Through New York State, into New England, and across to Nantucket,
as far south as Virginia, west to Ohio and Indiana, she traveled by
stage-coach or boat or carriage. Speaking at seventy-one meetings in
a ten weeks trip seems to have been no unusual record for her. The secret
of her magnetic personality was that she spoke because she was conscious
of a power Unpelling her to do so. Words came to her without will of her
own, because her heart was full and she couldn't help it. Though the
leading abolitionists were often described as raving fanatics, Lucretia
Mott was noted for her unfailing composure, her calm tone of profound
faith, her lack of vehement accents and violent gestures. Lucretia Mott
lived to see freedom for the negroes an accomplished fact. Nor did she
confine her work to this one Cause. She was as firm an advocate of
women's eouality with man. She »sed her elOQuence for temperance, for
the advancement of freedom, for peace through arbitraticn."(7)
From 1820 to 1906 lived Susan E. Anthony to whom we owe ma.ny
privileges: the higher education of women, the property rights of
women, and the acknowledgement of women's right to speak in public.
It is said that

llMiss Anthony waS an exceedingly interesting speaker. ~e never soared
to heights of rhetoric or flowers of feDcy. What she had to say was
briefly and plainly told in a simple fashion which none could fail to
understand, and those who heard her once were eager to do so again.
Alw~s she was frank and unpretentious, delightfully genuine, and
modest to a degree. There was not a town between New York and San
Francisco that had not heal'd the ringing voice of Susan E. Anthony •.
On far-off prairies, in rough unfinished buildings she swayed large
audiences of men and women. She held public debates with editors and
clergymen; she sailed on rivers and jolted over rough mountains to
meet her appointments. She spoke before legislative assemblies, con
gressional committees, and constitutional conventions. II (B)
Mary A. • Livermore wa.s a popula.r woman speake r of the CivU War

period. She organized the Sanitary Commission and was engaged in re
lief work. Her great contribution was the organization of means of
(7) Humphrey, Grace, Women !B. American History, p.130-131.
(8) McCallum, Jane Y., Women Pioneers, p. 197-198.

supplying medicines to the sick and care for the needy during the war.
After the war she lectured to crowded houses, talking on her war ex
periences t on temperance, and woman's suffrage. It is said that she
held her audiences spellbound.
IISo e~er were the people to hear her that she entered the lecture
field, and for years she held the foremost place among women as a
public speaker. She lectured five nights a week for five months
traveling twenty-five thousand miles each year. Her fine voice,
womanly manner, and able thought brought crowded houses before her
year after year. II (9)
Identified with the Temperance Movament was the notable woman
speaker, Frances E. Willard. Under

he~

inspiration a great

~

of

-

women. recruited chiefly from orthodox Protestant churches, rapidly
mobilized and formed the Woman's Christian Temperance Union. Her
talks which were
IIfrank and sincere went straight to the hearts of her hearers.
She charmed. and thrilled thousands and added them to the marching
hosts for the uplift of humanity. From the platform of every city of
over ten thousand inhabi tanh and in many smaller places in the Union
her elo~ent silvery-toned voice. which was often likened to that of
the distinguished Wendell Phillips. urged the call, and those who
listened never forgot her vivid power and self-possession. More than
any other speaker, perhaps. she possessed the rare gift of firing
others with the thought of what they might accomplish. and. the fa! th
to dare and to do." (10)
Dr. Anna Ho"Ward Shaw, an outstanding speaker of the

suffr~e

cause,

lived from 1847 to 1919. As a yaung girl she was determined to have

an

education; She earned her way through school by preaching and by
delivering temperance lectures. She studied the problems brought about
by women entering the business world. Finally she became convinced
that these difficulties could be met only by men and women sharing the
duties of citizenship. She gave up practicing both her professions as
(9) Bolton, Sarah K., Lives £[ Girls ~ Becgme Famous, p.151.
(20) Catt. Carrie Chapman, Women SUffrage, p. 134.

minister and doctor of medicine to enter upon the work of prison
reform and the causes of temperance end woman t s suffrage. Susan :B.
Anthony took Anna Shaw with her on her Kansas campaignt and afterwards
the two worked shoulder to shoulder until Miss Anthonyls death.
II Indeed so entirelY' in harmony were the two that often Miss Anthony.
whose voice failed her more end more as the Y'ears went on t would stop
abruptly and signal for Miss Shaw to finish her speech. Calmly the
latter would rise. complete the broken sentence. and go on with the
line of argument as though it were her own. This was all the more
remarkable as neither one ever wrote her speeches. It was Miss Shawts
custom to name her fingers for the points she wanted to make."(ll)

Although these women and others less notable have destroyed the
barriers of disapproval and prejudice to a great

e~tent.

the study of

the lives of our modern speakers, Judge Florence E. Allen. Ruth :Bryan
Owen t and Mabel Walker Willebrantt t show that they too have had to
overcome biased public opinion. They have fortified

wo~ents

position

and their contribution has paved an easier way for the women orators
of to-morrow.

(11) Bolton. Sarah K;. Lives of Girls !h~ BeCame Famous, p. 190-191.

The Oriteria of the Effectiveness of Speeches.

It 18 recognized that lIeffective speaking is not a matter of blind
impulse or mere chance, that underlying it are principles in accordance
wi th which the speaker mu.at work, and that to ignore these principles
is often to cause failure where their recognition would have won suc
cess. n (12)

The principles of effective speaking, which are used as

standards for Judging the effectiveness of the speeches analyzed in this
'thesis, have been derived from a study of the following sources: the
ancient Greek and

Ro~

authorities,

Aristotle~s

The Ati2i Rhetoric,

Oicero's On Ora4tory and Orators, Demetrius' .Qa Style, Longinus' On

~

SUbltma. and quintilian's Tne Institutio Oratoria; and the more modern
authori ties, Charles Darwin Adams' Demosthenes.

:r.

PsychologY, Bredifls Demosthenes, Gustave LeBon's

H. Jllport' s Social
~

Crowd, F. 1Il. Lam-

ley's Means of SociAl Control, O. E. Neills Sources of Jlffectiveness
of
=>=
Public speaking, O'Neill and Oortright's
O'Neill and Weaver's

~

~bate ~ ~

Discussion,

Elements 2!. Speech, Ruth Bryan Owen's

~

Ill:

ments of Public Speaking, .A11;hur Edward Phillips' Ilftective §R.eakipg,
and Edwin DuBois saurter's The Rhetoric 2!. OratorY'
The criteria (13) of tne effectiveness of speeches are:
I. Oharacteristics of the speaker.
A.. Prestige of the speaker.
The speaker should have prestige if his ideas are to be ac
cepted. Prestige 18 based on the reputation of the speaker

(12) Phillips, Arthur lIldward, Iffective Speakipg, p. 219.
(13) Although the material of this outline was derived from various
sources, the arraDgement is original.

in the past. (14) It 1s also based on the opinions which the
individuals of the audience form during the deli'Yery of the
speech.
B. Delbery.
Delivery is concerned with voice and gestures. To be oOll'Yer
sational the speaker should use the intermediate pitch, rate,
and quantity of voice peculiar to his own style.(15) Atten

tion Should be given to articulation and prouunciation. Tbe
tone should be clear.(16) Inflections will be oorrect if the
speaker's voice refiects hie thoughts. Gestures should be
those which grow out of the thoughts of the speech. (17)
II. an&raoter1stics of the composition of the speech.
A. Method of preparing a speech.
The "extemporaneous coum1tted" speech should be used. A caref'u1.
outline of the salient points of the speech should be memorized.
With this outline in mind it is possible to express the thought
effectively to the audience in language of the moment. This
method insures a conversational delivery. (18)
B. Technic of the sentence.
1. Language.

a. Choice of words.
'Ihe language of tbs speech should be familiar to

the audience and of oontemporary usage. Words

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

LeBon, QQetave, The CroWd, p.210.
Owen, Bu.th B17&n, The B:lements 2!. Pnblic Speak1pg, p.75.
Ibid.,p.79.
OU1ntilian, Tbe Instimtio Orator1a, p.145.
Cicero, ~ Orato17 and Orators, p.91-93.

should express the appropriate meaning. The use
of foreign words is discou.rsged. Lant;uage mq be
vivid but it Should be s1mple.(19)
b ~ Use of personal pronouns.
The ultimate aim of the SPeakerls delivery i8 to

be conversational. The frequent use of I, you.
and we wlll create an informal and intimate re
lation8hip between the speaker and hie andience.
This is essential in making the audience think
wi th the speaker. (20)
2. The rhetorical question.
The speaker challenges the members of his audience, compels
them to think, and deDl@llds a response by means of the
rhetorical question. This gives 'Yigor and rapidity to
the speech. (2l )
:5. Repetition.
An: important word, phrase. or idea should be repeated for

the sake of clearness as well as emphasis. The eye often
perceives an &%pression which 18 lost to the ear. There
fore a word, phrase, or idea should be repeated just as
often as is necessary to produce the desired effect on
the audience. (22 )
C. Development of the message.
l;-Illustration.
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

LongiJ1U8, ~!!'!!. SUblime, p. 211.
OINelll and Weaver, ~ Elements ~ Speech. p. 289.
Adams, Charles Darwin, Demosthenes !D.2. a!!. Influence, p.GO.
Demetrius, .Q!! Strle. p. 323.

A simple illustration clarifies an involved discussion.
It also appeals to the imagination of the audience.

sti~

1ates thought. and adds vigor end ensrg to the speech. (23)
a. Reference to experience.
jndiences think in

te~s

of their own experiences.

This method of reference to experience not only
aids in establiBhing oonviction but also clarifies
involved exposition.(24)
2. Evidence.
In persuading an audience. evidence presented by

aD

authority strengthens an argument and facilitates con
viction. (25)
3. Ommilation and climax.

Oamulation is the "heaping-up" of a succession of statements.
Each statement bas a given power which adds to the total

force of the argmnent.(26) In order to form a climax
every word. phrase. sentence. and paragraph should be ar
renged in order of ascending power.(27)
4 ~ Eswards end pra1ee.

Rewards and praise create a psyChological appeal to the
audience.

The.f

dissolve anti-social attitudes and produce

good will and enthusiasm on the part of the audience.(28)
I II. Response of the audience.
The purpose of every speech is a response from the audience. The
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)

Longinus. On the SUblime. p .171.
LeBon. Gustave. 'I!he Orowd, p.l90.
OlNei11 and Oortright, Debate and_ Oral Discussion,p.10?
Phillips, .!rthur Edward. Effective Speaking, p.79.
Shurter, Edwin Da13ois. The Bhetoric ~ Oratorx, p.l45.
L11m'! ey, F. E. Means 2! Social Oontrol, p. 76-77.

same general psTOhological principles w111 apply to a speech
which asks for the selection of a certain person for president
as a speech which asks for the acceptance of a point of view.
A speech is not

wort~

of consideration unless it calls for some

response or reaction from the audience. The speaker first gains the
attention of his audience. presents his ideas. then demands a
response from the audience.(2g)

These recognized principles of orato17 have been evolved from studies
of effective speeches made b7 men. The principles have been tested by
application to orations delivered by men. The domiQant question of this
thesis 18; can these principles of orato17 be applied to speeches made
b1' women? The existence of women orators bas not been entirely ig
nored. (30) but nowhere in literature on speech bas the speech of a woman
been submitted to analysis.

(29) Owen. Ba.th Bryan, ~ nements 2!. Public Spea.ldpg. p.123.
(30) Compilations of orations include verT few speeches by women. In the
fifteen vol'UlD8s of Modern Eloquence there are only two speeches by
women. These speeches are "The Saloon in America" by Julia Ward
Howe, vol. 5,p.59l-60l. and "World Peace" by Judge Florence E.
Allen. supplementary edition. p.50-GO.

IV. An Analytical Study of the Speeches of

Jud8e Florence E. lllan.
Ruth :Bryan Owen.
and

Mabel Walker W1llebrandt.

.An AJ1alTtical

S~

of the Speeches of Judge Florence E. Allen.

I. Characteristics of the speaker.
A. Prestige of the speaker. Judge .Allen enjoys prestige because her

qualifications are publicly recognized. She is well qualified to speak
on the subject of '"World Pea.ce R which is the topic of all the speeches
which are analyzed in this thesis. She has studied the problems of
peace since the World War. " She went to Geneva and visi ted the Leagne
of Nation,si she spent some. time with the snerwood Ec1d7 party in ~ope.
devoting most of her vacations to the study' of the question. She began
to stadf te%tbooks on international lsw and to consider all possible
avenues to peace." (31) She has also won prestige through her profession
al reputation and success.
B. Delivery- QU.intllian s81's, "No proof, at least if it be one

devised by the orator himself. will ever be so secure as not to lose
its force if the speaker fails to produce i t in tones that will drive
it home." (32)
Judge Allen has a

co~diDg

voice that is not onl1' pleasiDg but

it is adequate and forcefuli she "drives her message homed. Her manner
of address is very sincere in that she makes one feel that she believes
in her subJect. As a member of one of her audiences described her
delivery, she speaks "straight from the shoulder". After .JUdge Allen
addressed the State Teachers' Association in Indianapolis. October 23,
1931. I sent a short questionnaire to ten teachers who heard her • .Al
though this was in no w81' intended to be a statistical survery, the

(31) Marshall. Constance, uJUdge Allen", ~ !qmep's Citizen, June 1926. p.?
(32) QUintilian, '!he Institutio Oratoria, p. 145.

questionnaire was sent as a means of obtaining the opinions of others
in regard to her delivery. The ten answers which I received were the
same in ever,r instance. The teachers agreed that J'u4&e Allenls delive1"7
is conversational. Her

~er

is direct; she uses a medium rate, pitch,

and force of voice. In addition to the flexibilit7 of her voice and the

variet7 of her tones, her delivery is enhanced b7 gestures "hich were
described as being very nataral.
II. Characteristics of the composition of a speech.
A. Method of preparing a speech. A study of rhetoric from the ancient
Greeks to modern orators reveals the same theory regarding the best
method of pr.epa.r1.ng a speech . .An outline should be made to insure the
inolusion of all tmportant material and the

excl~ion

of all irrelevant

material. This oulline should be the gnide. Each step of the outline
should be thought out and thorougb17 planned, but the exact words of
the sp-eech should not be memorized. The words should flow natural17
from the subject matter and be suited to the particular occasion. This
method of speech preparation gives the speech a freshness and spontaneity

and is essential to the conversational st71e of delivery.
There are some orators who advise writing as an aid to studying
the subject IXIatter of the speech. Cicero says, "We mu.st write a8 mu.ch
as possible and with utmost care. If we improve our minds with something
more than superficial study, we sb.all produce a richer growth of
knowledge. For "ithout the consciousness of such preliminary

st~

our powers of spealdng extempore w111 give us nothing but an empt7 flow
of word,

spring1Dg~from.the.

lips and not from .. thebr&1Jl. -: (~)

(33) Cicero, On Oratory and Orators, p. 91-93.

19

~thougb

writing is an aid, it is not considered an essential.

Thinld11€ through the speech has been found to be just as advanta&eous.,
WritiDg improves the language, but for extemporaneous speaking the
best results are obtained from writi11€ an outline. This method gives
a flexib11ity to the speech. Quintilian sq8, liThe premeditated ideas
make us miss others, and we draw our matters from our memory rather

than from the subject on which we are speaking." (34)
That Judge Allen uses the extemporaneous method of speaking is
evidenced in a letter from her in which she said, "I regret to

s~

that I have no copy of my speeches. as I never write them out. How
ever, I prepare a speech very carefully in outline form with headings
and sub-hea.dings. II

The followi11€ excerpts from her &peech, "The Outlawry of War",
which she has delivered maDY times, are submitted to illustrate her
use of the extemporaneous method. The same idea is expressed in
different words on different occasions.
"The world needs to 181' down a ITen COlllD8Jldments I between the
nations: thou shalt not war: thou shalt not steal: thou shalt not
oppress. "(35)
"Its (the Kellogg Treaty) enactment w111 constitute the fh:st
great step in the declaration of a 'Ten CammaDdments l between the
Nations of the World." (36)
"There are not any ITen CODID8J1dments' between the nations. There
isn't any

t~ou

shalt not kill I in war between t.he nations. There

(34) QW.nt11ian, k
IDst1tutio Oratoria, p. 131.
(35) .Allen, Judge norence, "Women and World Peace", Modern lGloguence,p.55.
(36) Allen, Judge Florence,"Group Ethios", New York Times, Feb.14,1928,p.2.

isn't e:rq '1hou Bhalt not covet' th1' neighbors' markets. There ien't
aDY 'Thou shalt not steal' the territo17' of another between nations.

There i sn 't any , Thou shal t not covet' they neighbors' 011 wells." (37 )
~.

Technic of the sentence.

1. Language. It is necessary to read an entire speeCh to appre
ciate Judge .Allen's sk111fuL..u se<of:.la.nguage. She has

somet~'.t;o

say; she never wastes time with unnecessary expressions. !Wery word,
phrase, and sentence contributes to the whole. Her sincerity and
simplicity of expression give her speech brevity. Demonsthenes was
noted for his brevity, his ability of expressing an idea without un
necessary words or sentences. He said, "Brief and without pretense will
be f!I3 debut. In qr eyee the sincere orator ought from hie first words,
to clearly expose his proposition. When his opinion is known, i f you
wish to hear him further, he explains himself. he develops his plans
and means.

II

(38 )

A. Choice of words. 'It is impossible to talk effectively to an
audience in any

l~e

but the language of that audience ••••• The

false ornaments, the ringing alliterative adjectives, the trite figures
of speech, which

alw~s

hinder communication of thought, are usually

the specific offenses against simplicity. " (39) c1udge .Allen uses the
language of her audiences. This 18 uniQue in that she has a weal th of
1p terms at h.er cOll'lllJwd and her years spent abroad would have given."
her the use of

rJl8II;r

foreig!l_ words. She uses, however, only the plaineet

of expressions. Much of the forcefulness of her speech is gained through

-

(37) Allen, Judge Florence, "Peace", New York: TimeB, Dec.9,1928. p.28.
(38) Bredif, Demgs1;pues, p. 170.
(39) O'Neill and Weaver, The nemeRts of Speech, p. 281, 283.

her use of words familiar to the audience. Long1nus shows the importance
of us1ng familiar words in that thq "prove far more enlightening than
elegant

l~e.

:Being taken from our cog:mon life, they are 1Pmediately

recognized, and what 1& familiar 18 balf w8¥ to conviction. II (40)
The followiDg paragraph gives an illustration of Judge Allen's
choice of words. nln other words, Just because the Indiane no longer
steal in their moccasins acro8S the trails, burn our houses, end steal

our women, because no longer redcoats attack our frontiers, end threaten
our eovereignty, th1e does not mean that the eternal conflict 18 not
on. II (41)
b. Use of personal pronouns. As one proof that Judge Allen speaks
in a conversational manner, her use of personal pronouns should be noted.
The use of I, you, and we eSJ)ecially brings a closer contact between
the speaker and the audience. 1'rom a study of J'udge Allen's epeeches, 1t
18 found that she uses an aver88e of 240 personal pronouns in a speech
of one hour'e length. Thls 18 five per cent of the total number of words
of the speech.
2. The rhetorical question. The use of

~stions

has been one of

the ora.tor's effective modes of expression. Thh method of appealing
to the audience 1s more effective than maldng ...,eeriione.

LQng~

aqa,

'the question and answer not only appeal to the imagination but brace
the language into grea.ter vigor and rapidity. The inspiration and quick
play of the question and answer, and the orator's waJ of meeting his
own words as if they were someonels else, make the passage, through his
use of the figure, not only loftier but also more convincing. For emotion
is alwqs more telling when 1t seems not to be premeditated by the speaker
but to be born of the moment. n (42)

(40) Longinus, Q!!.!b!. Subl1m.e, p.2ll.
(41) .Allen, Judge Florence E., npea.ce", The Ne1r York Times,June8,1930,p.3.
(42) Longuus, On t~e Sublime, p.18?

Putting the question to the audience. leaving them to answer it is
also effective. It forces the audience to think with the speaker.
A8 an illus:tration the following examples from the speeches
delivered by Judge Allen are given.
"Will the United States Change or rescind the prohibition law
at the behest of foreigners? Is there aDJ reason wbr America doesn't
dare to unite the world in disarmament measures? Bas America lost its
daring 1" ( 43)
"Can we 1ll1derestimate the power which resides in this particular
group?
"Did you. ever think what a deprivation of the right to life war
is?
"Is that what you 881'1 • ~~! Is that what you would sq? Of course

not I
".And by whom can this law be laid down? It can be laid down by
treaty' I
IIShall we say the men are incapable of applying to themselves in
groups the same law which

~ey

applied to themselves as individuals?"(44)

3. Repetition. One means of forcefulness in spee.ld.Dg is
tition of a word. phrase. or idea. In written

eS8~s

~e

the reader

rape

~

re

turn to a passage and absorb the meaning. but in speeches the listener

does not have this opportunity.
Which is lost to the ear.

~e

~erefore

eye also perceives an expression
words, phrases, and ideas should be

repeated in a speech just as often as 1s necessary to get the desired
effect w1 ~ the audience. Demetrius writing on s tyle

s~s

that "the

(43) Allen. Judge norence. ·Peace".The New York Times. Dec.9.1928.p.28.
(44) Allen. Judge norence. II Women and World Peace!1 Modern lI:loguence.p.So-60.

redoUbling of an expression conduces to elevation, elegance, and
force."(45)
Nulnerous exaJIlPles are found in

J~e

Allen I s speeches. For

instance:
"All men are endowed by their Oreator with certain inalienable rights,
rights that can not be taken awq - among them the right to life,
1i berty, and the pursuit of happiness. Did you ever think what a depri
vation of the right to life, war isT •••• Now this emotion of the
ideal present in women makes us see with a certain clearness certain
fundamental facts, beCause we are looking forward to the attainment
of the final consumation. We look forward to the abolition of war itself,
and nothing less. We look forward to a great thing. Because of that we
see clearly certain practical aspects of the situation. d (46)
O. Development of the message.
1. illustration. LeBon has stated some factors influencing the
beliefs of 1nd.ivid1.1als of a crowd. Of importance is the fact that
"experience is an effective process of establiShing a trnth, and

~es

have p01Ver in influencing a crowd."(47)
Judge Allen refers to the experience of the individuals of her
audiences by simple illustrations. In this manner the explanation of
rather technical matters is simplified and understood. A strik1ng
example ID8T be shown from her speech, 'Women and World Peace I! , in which
she sqs,
'The first step in law enforcement is the declaration of the law. ~er
haps I might put it simply in an illustration like this: Suppose that
your child did something that you did not like and you wanted to stop
his doing it; suppose that JolmIde tells a lie, do you sq to him:
'Johnnie, all fine little boys tell lies, but you know I, 1I\Vself,
personally do not like to have you do it I so please do not do it in
the future. IS Is that What you 881'T ... Of course not. You sq to Johnnie:
t.Al1 streight. upstanding little boys are honest and trnthf'ul; they do
not tell lies, and I want rtJ1 boy to be honest and truthful.' •••You

(45) Demetrius, On .s.tyle, p.323.
(46) Allen, Judge !'lC)rence E. ,"Women and World Peace",Modern ElogueDCe,p.53.
(47) LeBon, Gustave, ~ Orowd,p.l90.
=

l~

down a moral basis upon which you begin to enforce moral lall."(48)
Another example of reference to experience is shown in this illus

tration.
"The question of world peace is eternally a question of applying ethics
between nations. I do not mean that good things have not been done by
one nation for another. The spirit shown toward Japan a:fter the earth
QUake there was coumendable. Bu.t there are not SJ:l1' Ten Coamandments
between the nations. ~ere isn't ~ 'Thou shalt not kill' in war
between nations. There ian't SJ:l1' 'Thou shalt not steal' the terri t017
of &nO ther between nationa. 1'here i sn 't a.ny 'Thou shal t no t cove t' th;v'
neighbors' markets •••• n (49)
2. Cumn1ation and climax. Phillips describes cumulation as a"heaping

up, a succession of statements bearing upon the same point. A simple
assertion is not adequate. Each detail or illustration works in

t~e

and each haa a given power which adds to the total force."(50) Judi;e
Allen uses this method forcef'ully in many instances. The followbg
example illustrates this point.
"We have ceased to reauire that this be a government of the people, by
the people, and for the people, and we have tolerated and s.cqUiesced
in the upgrowth of the conception that it is a government of the politi
cians, by the politicians, and for the politicians. In other words,
just because the Indians no longer steal in their moccasias across the
trails, burn our houses, and steal our women, because no longer redcoats
attack our frontiers, and threaten our sovereignty. this does not mean
that the eternal conflict is not on. The age challenges us to establish
the spiritual law as our forefathers set up the fabric of our government.
The length of ..America's d.q and the measure of our force and in:fluence
of the nation depend upon those of us who requ11'1e that officials hold their
offices in trust for the people."(5l)
Cumulation leads to a

cl~.

"Climax in its various

fo~

has

been a great power."(52) Every speech which Judge Allen delivers has one
central idea. T.be idea is enforced by minor potDts; The followbg

(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)

£Llen, Judge Florence."Women and World Peace". Modern Eloguence,p.56.
Jllen, Judge Florence. "Graap lllthics".N'ew York Tilles ,Feb .14,192a,p.2.
Phillips, Arthur ~dward, Effective Speaking, p.79
Jllen, Jud8e Florence. "peace U ,mew York Times, June a, 1930, p.3.
Phillips, A.rthui- Edward, Effective Spealdpg. p.197.

paragraph shows how she builds a

cl~.

In this case the

cl~

is doubly forceful because it ends ina;:rhetoricalqueetioll.

tiThe establishment of world peace depends on the will to peace,
which is founded ~on the prereouisite that each country is willing
to concede that every other country is making its own contributicn
to this cause· We have to concede the right to each nation to settle
its own problmes. Therefore the task is not complete with building
the spirit of peace within the individual, but it 1s necessary to en
force that spirit through government action. Is there any reason why
America doesn't dare to unite with the world in disannament measures?
Has America lost its daring7 N (53)

Prat...

3.
Lumley has compiled several means of social control.
Among these he lists praise as being an important factor.
"Rewards single out the great objectives of civilization and thus clat
ity the path of individual action, they dissolve a great variety of
anti-social attitudes and produce in their stead mass support, liber
cl.ity, and other desirable states. Praise is a suitable accompaniment and
supplement to rewards for it specifies and particularizes in ways which
rewards can not. 1I (54)
Judge Allen never reverts to vulgar flattery but she uses subtle
methods of praising the members of her audiences. This oan not fail to
promote a feeling of good-will between the audience and the speaker.
In addressing a group of women who represented

v~rious

organization,

Judge Allen created a friendly attitude by praising the group in this
way;

have before me, delegates from such splendid groups, delegates from
the .American Association of University Women who have had the training
that a hundred years ago was denied to women the world over; delegates
from the Oouncil of Women for Home Missions and the Federation of
Women's Board of Foreign Missions of North America, the women who be
lieve that the ethics and philosophy of Christ ought to be put into
practice in our daily life; from the general Fede_ra.tion of Womenfs Olubs,
that splendid group which links to-gether so many organizations with suCh
a vast field of cultural and civil a~tivities; from the National BOard
of the Young \'loman's Christion Associations which beneficially directs
the activity of the young womanhood of the entire nation; from the.
National Council of Jewish Women, with such a heri tage of law-making
III

(53) Allen, Judge Florence, II Disarmament II , The New York Times, Nov.8,1931,p.22.
(54) Lumley, Frederick Elmore, Means -of Social
Control, p.?6-??
::=

behind them that they may well be proud and we rIJB:9' well be proud to have
them affiliated with us in this gathering: from the National Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, that fighting group which first said that
the evil of the open saloon must go in America: and last but not least,
from the National Women's Trade Union Leaglle, the group of women who
do work wi th their hands so well competing wi th labor in the open market
that they force the world to give them an honest living. I' (55)

III. Response of the audience.
Judge Allen appeals to her audiences to act. She not only states
certain conditions but she appeals to her audience to better the COD
ditions. She selects a central point and keeps it steadily before the
audience by approach1J;lg it from every side. She draws her hearers along
a line which the audience is able to follow. There is a simplicity and
a continuity of the thought pattern. At the end of her speeches the
audience is ready to respond.
As

a means to this end

J~e

Allen uses a method described by

Ross in his bOOk,SoCial Control ,in which he states, liThe principle of
individual responsibility is a great improvement in the technique of
control. ll (56) Jud€ e Allen .makes every member Of her audience feel
their responsibility in civic affairs.
Speaking to the teachers at the Indiana State Federation Meeting,
Judge Allen said,
IILaw is the effort of the group to hold in leash its passions, and not
a mere arbitrary laying down of rules. Never can we make it a living
power until men and women understand their ownership of government
and their responsibility for expressing it. :Behind every great man and
every great woman there is a teacher. You have the privilege of teaching
the children how to make the law a living power. II (57)
.
This is a direct appeal to the audience, an appeal to action.
Judge Allen cleverly appealed to the action of the audience when
(55) Allen, Judge Florence,IIWomen and World Peace", Modern Eloguence,p.50-51.
(56) Ross, Edward Alsworth, Social Control, p.119.
.
(57) ~ Indiana Teacher, Nov., 1931, p.15.

2'1

she spoke at the Women's Conference on Causes and Cures of War.
Instead of SBTing that the women of this country should demand that
war be abolished, instead of telling the audience what they should
do, she said. "lIJow the women of this country demand that this be
done, they demand that war shall DO longer be sanctioned; they
demand that the use of law as a means of settling international
aontroversies be adopted."(58)

I am sure that each woman left the

conference with a resolve to act in some definite way regarding
the pursuit of peace.
Speaking before the eanual Good-lUll Congress of World
Alliance. she said. IlIf the nations do not accept our propositions
for substantial disarmament. we have not lost by making the sincere
offer, but unless we make the offer the world will not disarm. Il (59)
She appealed to the responsibility of her audience as American
citizens to demand some form of radical

disa~Dt.

(58)' Allen. Judge Florence, "Women and World Peace", Wode_m Eloguence,p.57.
(59) Allen, Judge Florence,"The Geneva Disarmament Coii1'erence".New York Times,
Nov.12,1931,p.14.

An .Analytical Study' of the Speeches of Ruth Bryan Owen.

I. Obaraoteristics of the speaker.
A.. Prestige of the speaker. William !qon Phelps bas aptly expressed

the reasons why Ru.th Bryan Owen enjoys a favorable prestige as a speaker.
"We have with us to-dq the Honorable Ruth Bryan Owen, Member of
Congress from fiorida. She needs no introduction to this audience or to
s.:ay audience. I mere17 wish to s~ she reminds me of the person mentioned
in the Gospel according to Saint Matthew, who, on being intrusted with
five talents, increased the sum to ten, and won the approbation of his
Lord.
"Ruth Bryan received five talents from her distinguished father and
mother. A. ~tura.l fluency and ease of speech, a gracious and winning per
sonality, an intense interest in political and social questions, an
amazing ~s1cal and mental vitality, a shrewd cOlDDon sense. A. good in
heritance, which she has dO\lbled by her own 8I1bit1on, perseverance, and
en.ergy. II ( 60 )
B. Delivery. "Rllth Bryan Owen has had prolonged and varied ex
perience as a public speaker. She bas lectured to hundreds of audiences
in every part of the United States. She has mastered her art by practic
ing it. R (61) Mrs. Owen is equiped with a rich voice. Q.uintilian's disenssion
of the desirable Characteristics of the voice of an orator is applicable
to Mrs. Owen's voice in every detail. He says.
"Delivery will be ornate when 1t is sttpported by a voice that is easy,
strong, rich. flexible, firm, sweet, enduring, resonant, pure. carrying
far and penetrating the ear (for there is a tppe of voice which tmpresses
the hearing not by its volume. but by its peculiar quality): in addition.
the voice must be easily m~ed and mnet possess all the necessary
inflections and modulations, in fact it must. as the s~1ng is. be a
perfect instrument."(62)
Mrs. Owen s83's that "every speaker has in his own equipment a wide
vocal range, and somewhere in this range is the carryiD& tone which has
a maximum of power and beauty. The conversational pitch is the most
(60) Owen. Ra.th Bryan, Elements 2! PIlblic Speaking,p.9.
(61) Ibid., p. 10. .
(62) QUi,ntil1a.n, The Institutio Oratoria, p.265.

agreeable to the ear." (63) Mrs. Owen I s voice is natural17 low
pi tcbed and very pleasing. She has force which seems effortless and
at all times ehe speaks directly to the audience in a couversati6nal
manner.
II. Characteristics of the composition of a speech.
A. Method of preparing a speech. Mrs. Owen, in her book,i:lements
of Public Spealdng. which she sqs is a glimpse of her own personal
experiences both as a speaker and a teacher of public speak1ng, ad
vocates the m.ethod of speaking extemporaneously.
She defines this term by sqing that the method which achieves
the best results is that of preparing a careful outline of the points
covered in the speech.
"With the thought structure of the speech in mind, it is possible
effectively to express it to the audience without other manuscript
than the list of main points to be covered. A careful outline will
insure not only an unbroken continuity but an effective accur8.CY' in
statement. It is an excellent practice in connection with this method
to write the speech with great care, provided that the written speech
is then destroyed."(64)
In speaking of other recognized methods of preparing a speech,
namely: the written speech which is read, the written speech which is
memo rt, zed , and the impromptu speech, Mrs. Owen points out the -eaknesses
of these methods. She sqs that there is an advantage of wr1tiog out
a speech because the speaker can hand a copy of his remarks to the
press and make qUite sure that the reading public w111 rece'ive the
speech exactly as it was delivered. Mrs. Owen, however, advises
against this method. She

s~s,

liThe thin sheet of paper which obtrudes between the speaker and his
( 63) Owen, lblth Bryan, Xl ements
(64) Ibid.,p.78.
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Public Spealdl15. p. 77 •

audience is a complete non-conductor. There is a subconscious ~est1on
that if the speaker really knew his subject and sincerely believed in it,
he would not need to refer to notes. Then there is an underlying difference
between the written and spoken word. The actual phraB1ng which reaches
the ear with most telling effect in speech is not identical with the
most effective appeal to the eye. Only a few speakers are able to write
a speech in the exact language which they would use in addressing an
audience. Even if the speaker manages to accomplish this task. his ~es
must be continually turned aW/3¥ from the audience to the paper before
him and all contact with the audience is broken."(65)
speech which is memorized has the advantage of allowing the

A

speaker to keep his eyes upon the audience. Mrs. Owen, however, sS¥s
that lIit is difficult if not impossible to ma.ke this performance
appear natural and the single and fundamental rule of this study
is that

a:rJY

departure from the naiUral is a bad practice in oratory.·. (66)

There is an additional disadvantage in that the speaker who memorises
his speech may forget a part of it.
Regarding the impromptu speech. Mrs. Owen quotes Governor Al tgeld.
"We sometimes hear a speaker say that he does not know what he is
going to talk about until he gets on his feet. This is a humiliating
confession. It is an admission that he has not worked, and it means that
it is impossible for him to reach a high standard of art. The mere fact
that a speaker can work himself into a glow of excitement does not by
any means prove that he is eloquent. Generally this is simply rant
and wearies the audience." (67)
That Mrs. Owen uses the extemporaneous method is evidenced in

ber speeches. She prepares an outline but she clothes her thoughts
in different words as she delivers the same speech to different
audiences. DQring the year 1929 - 1930 Mrs. Owen toured. the country
delivering speeches on the subject of

citize~ship.

Excerpts from these

speeches illustrate this method.
Speaking before the Women's Department Club. in Indianapolis.

(65) Owen. Ruth Bry&;l. Elements of Public Spee.kiM. p.l25.
(66) Ibid.
(67) Ibid •• p.l27.
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Mrs. Owen emphasized the necessity of training youth for citizenship
with these words: 'lWhen we criticize youth, remeber it was youth who
stood the test and who will always stand the test. Instead of criticising
give them a torch in their hands. Put a problem up to them and you will
see how youth will stand out. 1I (68)
In Iowa City, Iowa, Mrs. Owen said,
"The goal of political activity in the United States is the completion
of the Republic. That goal will not be realized until ever" citizen
has a vision of his own responsibility. There must be a larger place
for youth in the affairs of State. The energy and idealism of youth are
needed in public life •••• Public Opinion is you and me and as soon as
public opinion s~s we want to find order we will make progress." (69)
Addressing the Nebraska Legislature, Mrs. Owen said,
"The individual citizen should shoulder the burden of good government.
Dependability, service, leadership, and patriotism are the keynotes
of citizenship which should be sounded by the youth of America. I
would rather have higp, scbool pupils count the votes at the time of
election than for some of the men who do it. The pupils would be
unselfish and honest. "('10)
Speaking to the pupils of Technical High School, Indianapolis,
Mrs. Owen said,
liThe tremendous foundation of our Government was laid by our forefathers,
and it is up to the youth of the country to co~lete the structure.
It makes a great deal of difference what young people think. Public
opinion is not ~st something, like a lump of coal or a lump of lead.
It is a changing thing that is effected by what ,people think, by the
at t1 tude of young people." (71' )
This method is again shown in the two following excerpts. The
first is from a speech delivered in Congrees, the second is from a
speech deliV'ered in I'ndianapolis.
".After every war there is a company of diplomats that meet around

-(68)
(69)
(70)
(71)
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Indianapolis News, Feb.14,1929.
United States Dally,Jan.2,1930,p.1.
New York Times, March 24.1931,p.l.
Indianapolis News, Nov.7,1930.p.1.

a table to settle the matter. wq can we not persuade them to meet
around the table before the battles instead of after the battles?-{72)
"The nations of the world Should find same

w~

to settle their

quarrels instead of through armies. Can't we meet around a table before
a battle instead of afterwards?" (73)
B. Technic of the sentence.
1. Use of personal pronouns. "When a speaker stands before an
audience he is in personal relation with them. He should not try to
avoid the implications of this relationship. He should talk in terms of
I and Yau aDd We."(74) The use of personal pronouns gives directness
to Mrs. Owen's speeches and it establishes an intimate contact with
her audience. Mrs. Owen advocates the use of the conversational manner.
Through her use of many personal pronouns she approaches the directness

and

int~cy

of private couversation. Of the speeches chosen for

especial !JtudT, I have found that they contain an
sonal pronouns in a speech of one hour's length.

aver~e

ihis

of 350 per

is six per cent

of the total number of words in a speech.
2. The rhetorical question. Charles Darwin Adams describes Demosthenes
as the first to embody completely the theories, devices, and embellishments
of the new art ·of rhetorio. Adams

sEq'S"

that -the sharp rhetorical question

is partiaalarly adapted to Demoathenes' vigorous style. The sleepy hearer
is aroused, the indifferent challenged, even the stupid man is tempted
to try to think when a sudden question is thron in his face."(75) The
use of the rhetorical question is found ma.ny times in the speeches of
(72)
(73)
(74)
(75)

Congressional Record, J8J1I1al7 11-18, 1932, p.3.
Owen, Ruth Bryan,"C1tizenship·'. Feb. 14, 1929, p.l.
0 '1Ieill and Weaver, Elements 2!. Speech, p •.289.
Adams, Charles Darwin, Demosthenes, p.60.

Ruth :Bryan Owen. The following examples were chosen from one speech
delivered before Congress.
Bls the Member of Congress the spokesman of his constitu8na,r. or is
the member of Oongress selected by the voters as a gesture of confidence? ••
tf~ I make a personal reference to ~ own experience. only because I
believe it parallels that of the great majority of thinking citizens? ••
"Did you see the wave of support which carried forward the Kellogg
pact? Did you realize how fundamentally these questions stir the minds
and heart s of women? •••
"I ask Oongress what steps have been taken by our l~ation to keep
the pledge they then made?n(76)
O. Development of the message.
1. Illustration.

Lo~1nus

advocates the use of illustration in

the development of the message of a speech because it arouses the
imagination. IIImagination introduces a great deal of vigor into onels
speeches and When combined with argumentative treatment. it convinces
the audience.n(77) Mrs. Owen effectively employs tmager,y for illustrative
purposes. Speaking of the functions of a Oongressman she

s~s.

" May I employ a comparison from the highly domestic and feminine pro
fession of dressmaking? There are two schools of thought amongst
dressmakers. There are the dresmnakers who have a carefully prepared
paper pattern which they can place upon the cloth. cutting the desired
garment from it. and there are dressmakers who drape the material upon
the living body of ~ir client, and having pinned into position a
becoming garment, they are able to spread the material out and see what
shape i t ~eally is.
nAs profound students of social and political science you are
yourselves familiar with the paper 1'attern. I find ID\V'self confronte'
with a liVing congressional d~strict upon whtth I am attempting to
drape a garment at once adequate and fitted to the subject .11(78)

The manner in which Jlrs. Owen appeals to the intellect

ot

her

audiences through the emotions by means of imagery 16 shown in this
striking example. Speald.ng of the humanity which appear$ even in war t

(76) Congressional Becord, January 11-18, 1932. p.l-S
(77) Lo~inus, On the SUb11m,. p. 171.
(78) Owen. RI1th :Bryan, liThe DtLties of a Oongressman". p.7

Mrs. ()wen paused in her speech and looked at a cross which she was
wearing. She had explained that it had been given to .Ahmed Pasha. the
General in the 'l'urkiBh ArrIr3, as the Sultan's decoration to him for
defeati'ng the allied a..l'UI7 in the Dardenelles. Later the Tu.rldBh M:my
was captured and the General gave the cross to his captors

bec~se

they fed his a.rm.Y. The cross was given to Mrs. Owen for her work as a
nurse. The picture which Mrs. Owen presented as she looked at the
cross was more eloquent than words. The audience felt the sufferings
whiCh Mrs. Owen had witnessed as a nurse.
2. Owmilation and climax. Longinus sqs that nsmpl:ification
consists in acC'UIllUlating all the aspects and topics inherent in the
subject and thus strengthening the argument by dwelling ttpon it.
Accumulation, variety, and climax are a most effective aid in giving
orDa1l!8nt to speech. 1I (79) This is illustrated by Mrs. Owen in

~

of her speeches. The following example is submitted:
"There are new elements in present d.q pu.blic opinion on the problem
of war and peace. One of these is the will of women. lor the first
time in all the history of the world the will of women is becoming
articulate. Thoughts that have lain in the hearts of women since
time began are now beginning to form a part of pu.blic opinion. Did
yOU see the wave of support which carried forward the Kellogg pact?
Did you realize how fundamentally these questiong stir-the minds and
hearts of women? Olive Schreiner said in one of her books: lIt ~
be possible for a man to look at a battlefield and remember'
en international dispute, but there is no woman who can look a.t a b~ttle
field and not have her thought, other women's boys.' The most valuable
cOlIlDOdi ty that is wasted in war is not battleships. It is not the
shot and shell, but it is human life, end h1mlB.D life is the product
of the home." (80)
III Response of the audience.
Mrs. Owen

s~s

that "the most intense demand which the speaker

(79) Longinus, On the SublimlL p. 163
(80) OongressiowU Record, Janual')' 18, 1932, p.2.
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can make upon his audience is the demand for action. Carlyle stated
that no

maIl

has a right to speak until what he has to

s~

is so ripe

with meaning and the reason for his saying it so compelling that what
he says will result in a deed - a thing accomplished - now or after
a while." (81)

Mrs. Owen delivers a message in her speeches, then

she demands a response from the audience. She appeals to the audience
to act by supporting the measures which she advocates.

(81) Owen. Ruth BI7&n. Elements gf Public Speaking. p. 130.

.An .Analy-tical Study of the Speeches of Mabel Walker Wi1lebrandt.

I. Characteristics of the speaker •
.A. Prestige ,of the speaker. Mrs. Willebrandt received me.ny nnfavor

able cOl!lD.ents from Republicans ,as well as Demo.crats concerning her
campaign speeches. Representative Emanuel Celler, a Democrat, sent a
message to the Repu.blicans s~ing that Mrs. Willebrandt "ought to be
silenced, at least officially. I hope your voice will be raised in
your party's councils to squelch her. She might rave all she wishes
for prohibition, but setting one religious group against another is a
dangerous game." (82) Alth~ this statement is fallacious and based only
on the fact that Mrs. Willeb.randt addressed maIlY Protestant groups, it i8
tra.e that she did create hostility-. Perhaps o.ne reason that public
opinion was UDi'avorable .to:' Mrs. Willebrandt wa.s the fa.ct that she used
sarcasm in SOlDe of .her speeches. AlthO'Ugh sarcasm is detected usuallythrough the tone of voice, the following excerpt contains a tinge of it.
III noticed thAt on September 18, 1928, The Hew York Times reported a
speech made by a prominent Southern Senator headlined, 'SMITH UPLIFTS
TAMMANY'. A significant sentence is, 'Since the happy warrior became
an influence in the Tanvnany organization •••• it has become daily more
respecta.ble as well a.s more powerful.' We have heard a great IDa.DY'
surprising things about the Governor of lTew York since he became a
candidate for President, but this certainly puts him in a new role."(83)

~ly

Newell Blair has expressed Mrs. Willebrandt's position:

IIMrS. Wlllebrandt has made of herself a force to be reckoned with. Once
I said that not until woman in politics was criticised and hated, would
women really have arrived in politics. I was glad to discover Mrs.
Wlllebrandt's face in a recent magazine among 'most hated citizens'. For
it means that in some other magazine the same face will be found among
the most loved. To make enemies of those who oppose one's position is to
make friends of those who a-pprcve. And to do this is to make oneself the

(82) The Indis.na.polisHews, lTov. 26, 1928. P .1.
(83) The New York Times, Sept. 25, 1928, p.l.

Spokesman for a group. the rallying point of a cause. and that is to
become a power in Politics." (84)
Mrs. Willebrandt's ability to win the favor of a hostile
audience 1s shown in a post-eampaign speech. She was able to create
favorable prestige during the delivery of a speech. Mrs. Willebrandt
was asked to deliver a public lecture under the anspices of the

~ar

Association of the City of New York, March 22, 1929. It is interesting
to note that on this occasion she carefully avoided a discussion of
the prohibition auestton, one of the sore points of the campaign.
~e

New York Times conments,

"Prior to Mrs. Willebrandt'. appearance there bad been some objection
among the members of the association to her lecturing under its auspices.
When she began to speak last night she was obviously apprehensive that
her remarks would meet with a hostile reception. r1b.8n, as she sat down,
the audience accorded her long and hearty applause. relief replaced
tension in her expression." (85)
!. Delivery. Mrs. Willebrandt first began to attract attention not

only as a laJV1'er but as a tq)eaker in 1913 when she became a public
defender. Her ability as a cross-examiner in court was remarkable. She
was described as
"suave. aniak, logical; she wasted no words. She displayed a controlled
almost white-heat temperature in her arguments, because she passionately
enjoyed to plead. Her rigidly dialectical ma.mler and her natural argn
mentative ability combined themselves with an impersonal aua1ity that
surprised everyone who heard her ••• She has a clear and resonant
voice.· (86)
Her former secretary sqs that "either her book: or her magazine
articles give a fair idea of the Bubject matter of her speeches but
of course there is missing from them her charm and earnestness which
mad.e them what they' were." (87)

(84) ~lair, !mily Newell, lI~e Case of Mrs. Willebrandt" , The Woman'. Journal,p.2a1
(85) The New York Times, March 22, 1929, p.l.
(86) The Sa~ Evening Post, Sept. 24, 1927, p.190
(87) Fortex, Leora, A Reply to a QUestionnaire, Feb. 13. 1932.

Mrs. IUlebrandt has a singular beauty and clarity of tone in
her speaking voice; in addition to this, her earnest and forceful manner
makes her a convincing speaker.
II Characteristics of the composition of a speech •
.1. Method of preparing a speech. In reply to a letter, Mrs. Willebrandt's

secretary wrote,

A)Irs.

Willebrandt speaks extemporaneously. She writes an

outline of her speech and coumi ts the outliae to memory. She does a great
deal of research for the fOUD.dation of a speech. With this framework she
delivers the speech in words inspired by the audience before her."
fhere 1s evidence that Mrs. Willebrandt does a great deal of research
work particularly in legal cases. In one case Mrs. 'illebrandt was
called upon to defend a person who had been seriously injured by a
street car. The case was, intricate becaDSe the injury had involved
certain inner camUs of the plaintiff's ear. "In order to place her points
clearly before a jury, Mrs. WU1ebrandt studied medicine in its relation
to her case. When five monthes later the ca.se was calle., Mrs. Willebrandt
argued brilliantly with medical as well as legal authorities at her
tOJJg118's tip. She won a ten thousand dollar verdict for her client. II (88)
In IIrs. Willebrandt's campaign speeches for President Boover we find
the same general outline of the speech but the words and expressions
of the speech vary to a great extent. To show the difference in her
expressions before different audiences the. following quotations illustrate
her use of the extemporaneous method of speaJdng.
Spesldng of Governor &nth's connection with Tall'lDAny, she said,
"Be was the one Governor in all the American States who, notwithstanding

(88) The Sa1iurclq llVening Post, Sept. 24, 1927, p.197.
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his oath to support the aonsti~tion of the United States, pulled down
one of the for~8ix pillars the people had erected for its support.
New York had ratified the amendment. Th~t ratification was a pledge to
concurrent effort. But the audacious Governor was unconvinced by such
reasoning. TanmsD1' wanted the least possible prohibition. TammaJ'Q" had
reared him; gave him his power. Tammany's desires were his convictions." (89)
In another speech she sB1's, "We would prefer a candidate who
respects his constitution to one who Ju&gles with it for political
reasons." (90)
Again she sqs,

"!!!bus the wealthy groups of anti-prollibition1sts aDd TMDnaW, symbol
of predator" politics, and Governor ~ith were found in early alliance.
It is reasonable to aSS'WIle that the Governor's oath promising to sup
port the Oonsti tution -of the United states binds him to assist in the
letter and enforcement of the Federal Oonsti~tion, but New York,
through Governor Smith's leadership, has repealed the enforcement act." (91)
B. Technic of the sentence.
1. LaDguage-. Mrs. W11lebrandt has been spoken of as a dialectical
speaker. The clearness and logic of her
the

econo~

senten~es ~

be the result of

of her language. She places her arguments before the

audience with s1Jllplicity and force. Ever" element of her speeches
is necessar,y for persuasion.
'!be brevity and logic of her expressions

'11JJq

be shown in this speech.

~The Republican Party therefore offers as a contract with the !merican
people first, freedom and recognition of their rijht to change the
Oonsti tution by constitutional means or, as Washington said, 'by the
explicit authoritative act of the whole people'; second. it pledges
that the standard bearers of the Republicn party w111 obser'\e the
~ighte.nth Amendment themselves: thir~, it pledges that the nominees
and the party will join in vigorou13 enforcement of the lps; fourth,
1. t promises that graft will pe prosecuted. and the PUblic service
improved. The Republican Party offers this platform to you, proudly
sure of the faithful performance of its pledges in both the s:pirit
and the letter. becasue its candidate in Herbert Hoover." (92)

(89)
(90)
(91)
(92)

The
The
The
The

New York Times. Sept. 8, 1928. p.l.
New York T~s. Sept. 25. 1928, p.l.
Indianapolis News. Oct. 10. 1928. p.l.
New York Times • .Aug. 8, 1928, p.3.

a. Choice of words. Mrs. Willebrandt has an exceptionally vivid
mll,nner of expressing herself. She uses words which sound pleasing to
the ear, words which aid the sincerity- of her speech by means of their
simplicity, and worde which are familiar. Quintilian

s~s,

"Words become obsolete with the lapse of years, the one sure standard
being contemporary- us~e; and they are not good or bad in virtue of
their inherent nature ( for in themselves theya-e no more than mere
sounds ), but solely in virtue of the aptitude and propriety with which
they are arranged, while r~thmical composttion will derive its main
charm from its var1ety." (93)
.A. quolation from one of Mrs. WUlebrand.t's speeches w11l give

a characteristic sample of her use of words.
"Every act and utterance of my life proves that I hold both love and
reverence for the high Christianity of the great Catho1io leaders who
began the modern prohibition movement and helped carry it on to a
realization. A religion that produces sainh like Father Mathew, Piue X,
end the immortal Mercier needs no defense.
lI~cause with an emotion common to most Americans I love tolerance
end yearn to see it a reality in ou.r nation life, I look forward with
hope and gladness for the election of Herbert HoOTer; his life radia.tes
tree toleration, Christian kindliness, and high idealism. Under his
example and leadership mu.tual forbearBnce and understanding between
Catholic. Jew, and. Protestant, and racial groups in American will reach
new and higher 1eve1s. 11 (94)
It w111 be noted that Mrs. Wil1ebrandt always ends her sentences

with an important word. Shurter emphasises. this when he

~s,

IIlI:special17

the very close of a sentence, and most especially the very closing words
of a speech, require the application of the principle of cadence, for
any marked falling off in sonorousness at the end 1s displeasing to the

ear. II (95)
b. Use of personal pronouns. -real oratory is fundamentally
conversatioDal, it is speaking face to face. II (96) Mrs. Wi11ebrandt

(93) ~inti1ian, Tne ID8t1~tio Oratoria. p.81.
(94) The New York Times, Bov. 4, 1928, p.29.
(95) Shurter, Edwin DuBois, The Bhetoric of OratorY. p.151
(.6) Ibid. ,p.l32.

ka1ns this relationship with her audience by the frequent use of
personal pronouns. She uses

an

average of 120 personal pronouns in

a speech of one-balf' hour's length. This is six per cent of the total
mmlber of words of the speech.
2. The rhetorical question. "There 18 somethin8 sharp and chal
lenging about a good question. The listener pqs attention, he formulates
his answer, and whatever the answer is, the question and answer promote
that conversational directness and int1mac,y whiCh is the great desider
atum of all public spealdng."(97) Mrs. Willebrandt observes this
principle whiah is illustrated in the folloWing example.
·Has the Democratic candidate not scrapped his party I B g\13rantee on
the prohibition question? ••. Do you remember meatless days? So, too,
we can have cock..tailless parties. Do you atq. that was W&l'-time sacrifice,
and the average citizen won't sacrifice his desires in peace ttmes?
Of course peace patriotism is harder, but it 1s not impossible •.••
Atter all, is making the amendment effective a bigger job than feeding
Europe? ..• Wby is it not relevant to point out the $81,000,000 stolen
in two yeare and eight months from the citizens of New York by TSnll!8J"lY?"(98)

3. Repetition. "Every speaker of experience knows that he IDllSt often
enlarge upon the simple statement of a thought and in effect repeat it
perhaps a half' dozen t1mes before his audience will 'take it in'. Iter
ation aids both in clearness and in emphaBiS.lI(99)

~

clarity of lAn.

Willebrandt's speeches is due in part to her frequent repetition of a
word, phrase, or idea. 'l.'his quotation furnishes an example.
"We are now faced with the astonishing spectacle of some of the leaders
in Amerioan industr.r tr.ring to make the jmerican people believe that lit
can't be done' only when we are concerned with the material things of life,
but that when it comes to a question of good government, that when it comes
to a question of deoent living, that when it comes to the Question of obeying
the law, that when it comas to the question 01 a.boliBhing the bootlegger and
the speakea.sy, that when it comes to a question of making the law of the
land paramount to the vice element of the oolDllIW'l1ty, that 'it can I t be done .11 (100)
(97 )
(98 )
(99 )
(100)

O'Neill and Weaver, Elements of Speech, p.290. ~"1
The New York Times, Sept. 25, 1928, p.l.
Shurter, Edwin DuBois, Dle Bhetoric 2!. Orato17, p. 159.
'l.'he New York 'Times, Sept. Bti, 1928, p.l.

C. Development of the mess8ge.
1. Evidence. Cioero recognised that oratory DD18t rest on a
basis of accurate fact when he said, "What savors so IIII1Ch of madness
as the empty sound of words, even the choie-est and most elegant, when
there is no sense of knowledge contained in them?" (101) !this principle
has long been recognized 1n debates. "When men in debate or discussion
make statements that are not accepted, or which they fear mq not be
accepted, it 18 cOJIlDon to present evidence to prove that they are
right •..• Unsupported assertion is all too prevalent. R (102)

One of

Mrs. Willebrandt's most forceful weapons is her reference to authority ..•
The presentation of evidence carries with it conviction.
A quotat1on from one speech illustrates this use: "Let us refer
to no parti san report. A paragraph in the Encyclopaedia Britannioa,
eleventh edition, vol'ume XXVI, page 392, af'ter describing various
gangs of bribers and bosses that have ruled TammaQY,

s~s

•.• "(103)

2. Cuumlation and climax. Oumulat1on and climax are supplements.
The "heaping upll of ideas loses its force if there 1s no cl1ma%. Sh.urter

combines suspense with c11..1:DaJt when he says,

n In

oratory suspense also

refers to withholding an idea through a succession of clauses, or of
sentences or even of paragraphs .•• Climax consists in the arrangement
of words, phrases, sentences, or paragraphs in the order of asoendlDg
power with a view of a gradual increase of impressiveness. lI (l04)
One of the many s tr1k1Dg examples of Mrs. Willebrandt' s use of this
principle is quoted.
(101)
(102)
(103)
(104)

Cicero, On Oratoxz. !!PA Orators, p.GO.
OlNeill and Cortright, Debate!, ~ Oral Discuss1on. p.lO?
The New York Times, Sept. 25, 1928, p.l.
Shurter, Edwin DuBois, The mwtor1c ~ Oratory, p.l41.

It]llection of the Democratic candidate this year would mean drowning
our prosperity in the cheap labor of foreign countries. exposing
farm and industry to world competition and the destruction of home
markets. It would mean intrusting the complex economic problem of
farm relief to an experimenter. politically trained by Tammany. It would
mean spreading into other states the wholesale disregard of law that
bas grown up under the nullification policy of Tammany's Governor; it
would mean taking aw~ the jobs of American workmen by the tide of
immigration; and it would inevitably result, as Democratic administrations
have in the past. in an ~ of unemployed. II (105)
4. Reward_.• Lumley
penetrates the

s~s

inne~ost

that IIreward is one kind of power that

recesses of our lives. It is an almost sure

way. among normal people, of setting off explosions within and starting
activities whlch readily canalize themselves in approved 1fa,ys.II(106)
Mrs. Willebrandt used this means of control in all her campaign
speeches. She showed the audience the rewards they would receive if they
elected Herbert Hoover. and how these rewards would be denied them if
Governor Smith were made President. This appeal mgy be seen in the
follOWing excerpts:
I'you

have a chance to prove by electing Herbert Hoover that

obedience, to law can be secured and that America does not

retre~

before organized crime." (107)
liThe Republican Party offers this platform to you. proudly sure
of the fal thful performance of its pledge in both the, spirt t and the
letter because its candidate is Herbert Hoover. I. (108)
I II. Response of the audience.
The responses of Mrs. Willebrandt's audiences were varied. Since
the speeches analyzed were ~ampaign speeches, an objective study
of the audience response could not be made. Political prejudice was
(105)
(106)
(107)
(108)

The Indianapolis News. October 10,1928, p.l.
Lumley, Frederick Elmore. Means 2! Social Control. p.45.
The New York T~es, Sept. 8.1928, p.l.
The New York Times, August 8, 1928, p,3.

a larger factor in producing a response from the audience than the
effectiveness of

~~s.

Willebrandt1s speeches.

In a speech she delivered before the Ohio Oonference of
Methodist Episcopal Ministers, she appealed to the audience for
action in this way: "There are 2,000 pastors here. You have in your
chtlrches more than 600,000 members of the Methodist Church in Ohio
alone. That is enough to sWing the election. The 600,000 have friends
in other States. Write to thql' Every day and every ounce of your energy
is needed to rouse the friends of prohibition to register and vote."(109)
Her address was enthusiastically cheered and the Ohio Conference
unanimously adopted a resolution endorsing the candidacy of Herbert
Hoover. This is

~bstantial

proof of Mrs. Willebrandtls ability to

arouse an audience to respond.

(109) The New York Times, September 8, 1928, p. 1.

°U01SUtOUOo

Oonclusion.

The foregoing anaJ.;ys1s of the speeches of Judge fiorence E. Allen
shows in the following particulars why she 1& a good speaker. She

8~

J07S prestige gained through her professional reputation. '1h18 publio
esteem assures her of a B7JIIPathetic audience. Her delivery is force
ful. In addition to being endowed with an excellent qualit,y of voice.
she uses this Dative eCfUipment to advant8&e

b7 adhering to the conver

8ational manner of deliver,y.
The characteristic8 of the composition of Judge Jllents speeches
conform to the character1&tics of good .,eeai1 composition. She writes
on1y an outline, collJD1. t. this outline to memor,y. and delivers the
spee~

extemporaneauslJ. The technic of her sentences complies with

the establiShed criteria. Her vooabular,r is terse.

f~liar,

and

significant. She ach1_evea close audience contact by the frequent use
of personal pronouns. (110) She attains convereatioJUU directness b7
means of rhetorical qUestions. Jmpbasis and clarit7 of words, phrases ,
and ideas are obtained

thr~

her use of repetition.

It mq also be conoluded that Judge Allen 1& a good speaker be
cause she has a ID88s8&e. The forcefulness of her speeches is gained
through her inten8e desire to educate the individue.l.s of the nation
(110) The anal;ysis in thi8 thesis of the speeches of the three womeJ).
shows that Judge Allen uses personal proDO'WUl to the extent of
five percent of the total number of words of an entire speech
and Rllth :Bryan Owen and Mabel Walker Willebrandt U8e personal
pronouns to the extent
su lIU'::-cent.Further stu~ of Ul8.D7
more speakers would be necessary to establ1Bh a defin1te
criterion regarding the specific percent of personal pronouns
to be used b7 a good speaker. The fact, however. that these three
effective speakers do use five and 8ix percent personal pronouns
indicates the p08sibilit7 of a criterion.

of

in the principles of world peace. In develop1D& the message of a
speech, Judge Allen employs the expedient of many simple illustrations
to convey her ideas. In this

w~

calling experiences which are

the audience becomes active

f~ilia.r

in re

to them. She presents evidence to

strengthen her assertions. PsJChological appeals, such as rewards and
praise, are also utilized. The cumulation of ideas leads to aver"
definite

cl~

in Judge Allen's speeches.

~is

device makes her speeches

olear, forceful, and effective.
JUdge Allen recozmnends some definite reform upon which the
audience is challenged to take action. Her speeches pass the ulttmate
test of good oratory

i~

that each speech commands a response from

the audience.

The foregoing analysis of the speeches of Ru.th Bryan Owen sho\'fs
~n

the following particulars wby she is a good speaker. Although the

name of Bryan alone would offer prestige to a speaker, Ruth Br,van
Owen has gained a favorable reputation on her own merits. Her deliver"
approaches perfection. Although her

v~lce

is beautiful, She uses it

only as a tool; the expression, rather than the mechanism o,f the expression
Is predominant.

...

c

The chara.cteristics of the compos! tion of Mrs. Owen's speeches
conform to the characteristics of good composition. By

~sing

the "ex

temporaneous committed" method of preparing a speech, ane attains force
and logic in her style- MUch of her charm as a speaker is gained through
her sentence technic. Her words bLparticu1ar are well chosen, appropriate.
and connotative. She has close audience contact

tl~ough

the abundant

use of personal pronouns. The sharp rhetorical question adds vigor

to her speech. In each speech Mrs. Owen has a message which she defines,
expands, and re-states in a cogent cl1ma.x. The development of her
~essage

1s

~ented

by

~e

effective use of illustrations.

The fact that Mrs. Owen has the ability to arouse the interest of

her audiences, to hold their attention. and to convince them with her
arguments gives final

pro~f

of her effectiveness as a speaker.

The foregoing analysis of the speeches of Mabel Walker Willebrandt
shows in the following particulars why she is a good speaker. Mrs.
Willebrandt has aroused both favorable and unfavorable public opinion.
This has given her prestige only with those who agree with her ideas.
Aa I have shown in the analysis (p.36), she made one speech a£ter the

campaign for Pre sident Hoover in which she had to overcome the prejudice
against her of that particular audience before proceeding with her
message. That she was able to gain the confidence of a hostile audience
shows that &he was able to gain prestige during the deliver,y of a
speech. Her deliver,y is effective because she has a clear, resonant
voice and an earnest, forceful manner o£ expression.
The composition of Mrs. Willebrandt' s speeches is in accordance
witb. the oompost tiOD. which chatacter1;es·· al~ good . speeches. ,'l!18.;:
M~temporaneous

committed"method of preparing her speeChes gives a lucid

framework for her particular style of expression. In the technic of her
sentences, there is an economy of expression in her Choice of words.
Her frequent use of personal pronouns lends a conversational fra.nkness
to her speeches. She uses the rhetorical question as a grappling hoOk
to draw her audience closer to her. Her use of repetition of words or
phrases gives her speeches brilliance and emphasis.

50

Mrs. Wlllebrandt 18 adept in developing her ID8ss8€es. The strength of
her speeches is based on the accuracy of the assertion which she
supports with evidence from reliable authoritiel.

~e

sndience is

forced to accept her statements. Her speeches are constructed so that
every word, phrase, sentence" aDd paragraph leads with ascending power
to an impressive climax.
It has been difficult to make an objective study of the response
of Mrs. Willebrandtls audiences. In her campaign speeches the audiences
responded but the response was due to political prejudices rather than
to the effectiveness of her speeches. In fairness to Mrs. Willebrandt the
post-eampaign speech, which aroused a very favorable response, wa.s
included as an indication that Mrs. Wlllebrandt 18 capable of persuading
an audience to accept her point of view.

The conclusions drawn regarding the effectiveness of these three
.amen were based on the application of objective standards to their
speeches. The only comparison which can be made objectivel)" is that
they bave utllized the same underl)"ing principles of oratory. The only
contra.st which can be made will necessarily be a subjective conclusion.
From a gubjective standpoint I wish to state my

~ressions

of the three

women. JUdge Allen makes one feel that she is interested in speaking
not for

any

personal acclaim or loud applause but for the welfare of

all the people in the world. Her speeches are marked by sane logic
and quiet forcefulness. Mrs. Owen is slightl)" different in that her
interests are more varied. Her reforms bave a national rather than
international significance. Although her message is never forgotten,

she deeply impresses one with her gracious manner and her

cha~ing

personality. She has the same qualities which characterized her father
as the qsilver-tongued orator". unlike these two women is Mrs. Wille
brandt who enjoys speaking for the love of argument and the prize to
be won.

~bether

dollar damage

it is a candidate to be elected or a ten thousand

~it

to be won,

s~utilizes'

all her energy and enthusi

astically completes her taars.

In summarizing the foregoing generalizations, it may be said
that the poP\1larity of these women speakers is not "an outgrowth of
the greater independence of women. achieved through the passage of
the Suffrage Amendment, June 5. 1919" for there is evidence that there
have always been effective women speakers in Axnerica. These particu
lar women speakers studied have been shown to be effective speakers
because they have utilized certain common principles of oratory. The
principles of oratory used as standards for judging the effectiveness
of their speeches were originally evolved from studies of effective
speeches made by men.but from this study it is shown that speeches
of women

~

be measured by the same criteria as those which have

been defined for the'speeches of.men.

A Biographical Sketch of Judge Florence E. Allen.

Judge Flo-Denee E. Allen was the first woman in her state to be
installed as assistant prosecuting attorney, the first woman in the
world to preside in a first degree murder case, and the ,first woman
in the world to be elected Judge Of a SUpreme Court.
Although her parents were originally from Ohio. Judge Allen was
born in Salt Lake City, Utah, March Z3, 1884. She attended a private
school in Salt Lake

Oity\ani~later

went to the Seminary her grandfather

had founded at New Lyme, Ohio. Her college education was obtained from
Western Reserve Universitr. She studied music in Berlin for two years,
then she returned to America and re-entered Western Reserve University
where she received the

degr~e

of Master of Arts in Political Science

and Const! tutional Law. At the same time she conduct_ed the musical
column of the Cleveland Plain Dealer. During the next two years she
studied law at Chicago University and New York University and was
admitted to the Ohio bar in 1914.
After establishing her own law office. Judge Allen became a
,counselor for the Legal Aid Society.

~18

helped her to become known.

Little by little she worked up a practice that carried her to the
Ohio Supreme Court in two years to argue a municipal suffrage case that
established the right of women to vote in East Cleveland, Lakewood,
and Columbus.
She Was next appointed Assistant County Prosecutor of Cuyahoga
County. This afforded her experience

as she tried hundreds of cases in

the two years of this position.
In 1920 she stepped into the office of the Judge of the Court of

Common Pleas. She ran on the non-partisan judicial ticket against ten
candidates. Futher.more she received the largest vote ever given to
any

judicial candidate for that court.
In 1922 she moved one step higher to the Supreme Court. Al though

she is a Democrat, she again ran with no political organization behind
nero With five candidates to fill two vacancies, she stood second
in the number of votes cast.
Constance Marshall says,
"This is not the whole story of her work. When she was an undergraduate
she elected a «ourse in international law that interested her immensely.
The fact that there has never been any code of ethics between nations
struck her with peculiar force. Then came the war and she lost two brothers,
one killed in action in France and the other dying as a result of injuries
received in action. The consciousness of defective international relations
as a barrier to peace lingered with her and her belief in peace as a
practical reality bec~~e intensified. She began to study problems of
peace. She went to Geneva and visited the League of Nations; she spent
-some time with the Sherwood Eddy party in _Europe, devoting most of her
vacatione to the study of this auestion. She began to study textbooks on
international law and to consider all possible avenues to peace. She gave
lectures on this subject and gradually it bec~Jme the thing which is
the absorbing interest of her life. Judge Allen has become one of the
most outstanding of the public speakers of to-day. Her opportunities for
speaking engagements are so numerous that she cannot fill more than one
fifth of them.I'(llO)

(110) Marshall, Constance, IlJudge Allen ll , The Woman's Citizen, June 1926.p.5.
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A Biographical Sketch of Ruth Bryan Owen.

Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen, the daughter of William Jennings and Mary'
Baird Bryan, was born in Jacksonville, Illinois. October 2. 1885. She
was a student in Monticello Seminary, Godfrey, illinois from 1899 to
1901. She attended the University of Nebraska for the next two years.
Her political training began when her father first went to Washington
from Nebraska. In the political campaign of 1908 she acted as his
secretary. Her knowledge of international affairs i3 widely practical.
She speaks three languages; she has traveled on the Continent, about
the Mediterranean, and over South America with her father and mother.
She married a British

Army

Officer, Major Reginald Owen, who was killed

in the World War. During the War she served as ward mlrse, surgical nurse.
and operating room nurse in a hospital in Egypt. In addition to hospital
service, she organized a concert company which spread cheer in hospi tals
and rest camps.
Mrs. Owen has had much experience as a speaker.
"She was a Lyceum and Chautauaua lecturer from 1919 to 1928. She knows
every nook and corner of the United States. She has spoken to more than
a million people in every State in the Union. She has taken the time and
had the interest to learn all she could about whatever locality she waS
in by close observation. She has made a special study of industrial and
welfare conditions, following her interest in civic a£fairs in Florida. lI (lll)
When she went to live in Miami

~everal

years ago, she became

interested in Parent-Teacher Association work on account of her children •

and she did such brilliant work there that Miami University urged her to
take charge of the Public Speaking department, which she did for
several years. She Wa.S also Vice-President of the Board of Regents
(111) DoU&las, Marjorie Stoneman,"Ruth Bryan Owen",New York Times,Nov.ll,1928,p.8
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for that institution. She organized the Miami Theatre Guild and was
its chai. rman.
Mrs. Owen baa the distinction of

be~ng

the first woman to be

elected to Congress from any of the States of the Old South. She Was
elected a Representative from Florida in 1929.
One of the most delightful descriptions of Ruth Bryan Owen was
given by Hamilton Holt, President of Rollins College in Florida, when
in 1927 she WaS awarded by that college an honorary degree of Doctor
of Laws. Mr. Holt said,
"Good daughter of a good father, mistress of the spoken word, states
man of both achievement and promise, for your womanly service in the
world crisis brought on by man's ignorance, obstinacy, and folly: for
your high conception of civic duty and for your ~ services to your
State and Nation, Rollins College bestows on you the degree of Doctor
of L_sw." (112)

(112) I>ouglss,Marjorie Stoneman,"Ruth Bryan Owen",New York Times, Nov.ll.1928,p.8.

A Biographical Sketch of Mabel Walker T,illebrandt.

Mrs. Mabel Walker Willebrandt, the daughter of David and
Myrtle Eafon Wa.lker, was born

May

23, 1889, near Woodsdale on the

Kansas Prairie. The first thirteen years of Mrs. Willebrandt's life
were spent in wandering wi th her parents. The family moved to Kansas
City, where Mrs. Willebrandt attended public school for the next six
years wi th the idea of later attending college. A:n. early marriage to
Mr. A. iF. Willebrandt of :Buckley, Michigan,

chang~

her plans. It

beCaMe necessary to take Mr. Willebrandt, who was threatened with tubercu
108i8, to a mild climate. The Willebrandts moved to Phoenix, Arizona,
and Mrs. Willebrandt attended the normal school at Tempe, from which she
graduated in 1911.
Mrs. Willebrandt 1 s first position was teaching school in Buena , Park,
a suburb of Los Angeles, wbere she remained a year. Then she was appointed
principal of the Lincoln Park School in South Pasadena. Quite by
accident she took her first step toward the path of a legal profession.
She decided to study law in order to write a civics textbook.
When Mrs. W1l1ebrandt had been studying in the College of Law at
the University of Southern California for two years, Mr. James Pope
asked her to join btm in his work as assistant public defender. She was
attorney for two thousand Cases as public defender of women. After
passing her bar examination in 1915, Mrs. WilLebrandt opened an office
with two young men who had been fellow students at the University. Her
practice, consisting of damage suits, land title suits, mortgage fore
closures, questions of guardianship, and will contests, grew rapidly.
On

September 27, 1921. Mrs. Willebrandt was appointed Assistant

Attorney General of the United States. An article in the Literary
Digest. January 17, 1925. described the duties of this office.
IIMabel Walker Willebre.ndt. who is in the early thirties. brings before
the Supreme Court of the United States all matters of jurisdiction
concerning prisoners. prohibition, internal revenue laws. evasion of
income tax. ~ling of liouor. minor acts to regulate commerce. and
a few other matters. In all these she represents the Department of
Justice before the highest court of the land and she does t~is with a
clearness of vision and a virility of mind that has brought forth the
admiration of those with whom she bas to deal." (113)
Mrs. Willebrandt resigned as Assistant Attorney General in

May

1929. Sinoe that time she has practiced law with the firm of Willebrandt
8Jld Horo"i tz in Washington, D. ,C.

(113)

~

LiteraI7 Dtgest. January 17. 1925. p.40.

'1amen and lorld Peace.
J. speech delivered by Judge J'lorelJCe 1Il. Allen at the CoDf'erence

Olt

Oauses and Cures of War in WU1dagWn,D.C., J8flfJaZ7 19,1925..
Members of the ParticipatlDg Organ1u.tiona ad J'rlends:
1b11e I listened to the splendid ezposttiona b.r the distiaguisbe4
milit81'7 officertl, I have been wi8h1Dg that I had the fOl"Ce aDd
eloqwmce to take advantage of th18 opportunity. I have before

DIll.

delegatee from such eplendid groups, delegates from the .AJnerican
»80ciation of University Women wbe have had the traiDing that a
huDdred years ago

W8.8

denied to women the world over; c1eleptea

from the OO\UlOil of Women for Home )(1s81ons am4 the 'ederation of
Women's Boards of Foreign Wiseione of Borth .America, the women Who
believe that the ethics aDd philosopQJ of Christ ought to be put into
praetioe in our daily lifea (Applauae) from the general Federation of
Women's Olubs, that splendid group which links to-gather so III8J1T
organizations with such a vast field of caltural and civil activities;
from the National Board of the Ycnmg lomen's OhristiaD Aasociationa
whioh beneficial11' directs the activiV of the

y-0'IlJlg

womanhood of the

entire nation; from the National Oouncil of Jewish Women, with such a
he ri ta&e of law-maldng behiDd them that tbe7 well mq be proud and we
~

well be proud to have them affiliated with

U8

in th18 gather1Dga

fl"Qlll the National Leago.e of Women Voters, a league whose ID8Qlberahip
qualifies over the entire COtlDt17,

a

league which believes "every

WOIII&Jt

an intelligent voter", and thereby ever:! man shall be made a more
intelligent voter (jpplause); from the National Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, that fighting group which firet said that the evil

of the ope.. saloon DIIl8t go in America; and laIIt but not least, from
the BatioDal WOID8Il'S Trade Union League, the group of women who do
work with their bands 80 well competiDg wi til labor in the
that they fome the world to give tham an honest

opeD

market

liV'1ng.(~e)

When we think of the ramifications of these organizations,
their territorial extent, the mnbera which the7 represent, can we
underestimate the power which resides in thiB partic:ular group'l .ADd
more than that, i t i. aign1fioant that this is a group at women, not
because the war problem is

pr1mari~

a woman's problem. Women su:ffer

hideously 1D. war but BO do men. lDver.vbo;v who lost his life in the
World War bad the greatest human right denied. him. We find these tru.t.hs
to be self-evident - that all men are endowed by their Oreator wi th
certain inalienable rights, rights that can not be given aWfq - among
them the right to life, libert:v. end the purau1t of happiness.(jpplauae)

Did you ever th1Dk what a deprivation of the right to life
war i.1
JDd we are here a8 a group to make a new declaration of

independence. to sfq that henceforth we w111 be independent of the
curse of war; that we hereby demand that the tyrg,w of the

IIIOS t

eolossal evil that the world has ever seen shall oease • .And, rq friends,
it is significant that this 18 a woman's gatheriDg. becauae while men
su:ffer With women in war, and whUe men work with women to do Prq war,
as the presence of these d,1stiDgllished. epeakers evidences, the fact
doe. remain that woman's task is peculiar with

r~

to the abolition

of war.
Women have to teach the human race that ethieal standards can
be set up and maintained between nations,

&8

well as between individual••

(Applause) Women bave to teach the coming generations that the rules
of right and wroDg can be applied, women have to teach the race that
this i8 not impossible; that law oan be substituted for

~

uee of

armed force in the settlEent of international diffiC'\1l ties. ad in
the lODg run,

~

friends, over end above and beh1Dd and underneath

all of the plans whioh .ill be urged here for the cures of .ar, and I
undoubtedly
of

~ir

~

in accord with the spirit of all of th_ and .ith DI8DY

features, the fact reme in • that 1'OU and the women of the .orld

who believe that this evil oan and DIIlSt be abolished, have to go out to
ohange the CODTiotions of men's miMs that war is legal aDd sanctioned
,and necess8%7, and that is primarilY' a taSk for 1I'omen.

ADd \hen, too, 1I'omen have another peculiar responsibility ia
this mat'er, because

~

have ·within them that th1Dg .hiah Kidd oalls

the IIIIDtion of the ideal, that long-range power of looki»g far off into
the future; that po1I'er of working for somethiDg whiah they see not,
somethillg which the7 onlY' hope and dream will come to pass. Thousands
and tb.ousands of 1I'omen in this oount17 Joined the ranka of tb.ose .ho

demanded that libertY' should be given to women, a8 well as to men, and
died before we ever had the vote.
partlY' from our

~sical

~t

spirit .ithin women comes,perhaps,

nature and partlY' from the lODe, sad trainiDg of

the ages .hich has compelled us to achieve a masterlY' sel:f-oontrol.
(Jpplanae) ~t po1I'er makes it possible for us to sacrifice and renounoe
and work for something which will not 1"",ediatelY be accomplished, and ,

of course, nv friends, in spite of advances which bave been made in our
lifetime in the peace movement, Y'OU and I know that it will be a

101lg

hard progress, and that years and oenturies will go by' before the peace

fabrics will finallY' reach full completion.

Now this

emo~ion

of the ideal present in "omen makes us

perhaps see with a certain clearness oertain fundamental facts, beoanse
we are looking forward to tne attainment of the final

consummatio~

We

look forward to the abolition of war itself, and nothing les8. Because
of

~t

perhaps we aee more clearly certain practioal aspeot8 in the

8ituation, and we wonder, as women, how it Come8 that govermoent 8pends
ao little mOD87 and such little effort for making peace, and so DII1Ch
money and

80

mach effort for making war. We sq to ourselves that if

centuries 8lP the finest m1nd_B of the
gether

~o

na~ion

had been gathered W

develop peace, instea.d of to keep war ma.chinary "ell o11ed,

perhaps by now the peace fabric would have been bull t. We sq to
ourselves tbat if in 1500 A.D. the great

ener~1es

of the races had been

poured into substituting law for "ar, the World War "ould never have
been fought.(Applase) ,Pd then we sq, too, tbat "e demand substantial
steps toward peace. We care li ttl. in the ma8S Ju8t how it is done in
detail. Women are not particular a8 to who does it; the;v are not
particular as to who gets the honor of the great achievement.. They are
not particular as to the

D.8III8

by "hich the thiDg is called, but women

"ant war br8Dded and made criDdDSl; the;v "ant the sanction taken awq
from"ar and adjudication substituted for war. They want, in a "ord,
law not "ar. (Applause)
.lDd Ju8t because "e have "ithin ourselves this great power,

thi8 emotion of the ideal which is essential to"ard achieviDg causes
as colossal as this, we confront particular dangers. It bas been said
here in America since the women got the vote that we ought to be used.
malD11' as a channel for engenderiDg enthusiasm. (Laughter) M,y friends,
creatiDg enthusia8ll1 is

wor~

of certain objects, but let us by all

means scrutillize the objects. Let not these groups. let not these
fine g1'O'1Ips act as cheer leaders in a game in wh1ah they do noth1Dc but
the oh.eering.

!D4 we face other pitfalls. I shall speak particularly of
oDe this afternoon. It cont&1Ds correlative c1aD«ers. We face the
daJlger of thiD1dng that we can help to do 81If8¥ with war withou' actual
knowledge. and we face iha correlative cla.Dger of ih1nk1Dc that we can
be of no use in eliminating war unless we are experts. I shall first

speak of the need of actual knowledge. We must not emotioDalize.:mve1'7
step we take; eve17 measure we demand Dn18t be based upon our knowledge
of actual facts. Let; me illustrate ve17 simply with regard to one
subject which is to be considered by you in thia confereDCe. I apeak of
the codification of international law. Now. some people think that the
codification of internatioDal 1_ would have great weight in doing awq
with wa.r becaase they think that if law could be gathered to-gether
governing the conduct of nations. then we would have laid the ground
1fork for orderly adjudiO&tlon of internal dieputea. And, I!IJ friends. if
codify means to

enao~.

then I agree that oodification of international

law is ve17 neoessary; but codification in its usual sense. in the
aense in which lawyerB generall1 use it, does not mean to enact law. It
means to make a compilation, to make an orderly,systematic assemblage
of laws

alr~

existing_ But there 18 practically no internatioDal law

existing enforced by the oour's with regard to the conduct of nations.
Take the latest bOOD on internatioDal law - Scott or Stowell or Munro
and look thro'Ugh those textbooks in which courts have enforoed inter

national law. and you will look in vain for 81JY caBe which bas held

~

nation guilty of the crime of making deliberat.,preme4itated,agr8sBive

war. You will look in vain for tm'3 case whiah finds aD¥ nation gu.11t~,
of stealing, or guilty of extortion.

~eoause

of II\Y legal experience I

perhaps particularly see the need of such. law. I have presided in a
number of murder trials and sametimes I ask m;rself, how I ever could
~

have impaneled a

in a murder case, or bow the .fury could have

convioted the prisoner or how the prisoner could have been sentenced by
the court. if there had been no law making lI!I1rder a crime. And I wish
to explain here veq stmply what to me the phrase 'Ioutlawq of war"
means. It does not mean that the enactment of law making war a crime
will of itself prevent war. I am one of those people who believe in
securing peace by all means, and I do not pin DG" faith to one method
only; but, DV' friends, how can we enforce a law before we declare the
law? The first step in law enforcement 11 the declaration of the law.
And, perl)a.ps, I might put i t 81mply in an illustration like this:

SUppose that your

child did something that you did not like, and you

wanted to stop his doing it; suppose that Johnnie tells a lie; do you
sq to

~

IfJohDn1e, all fine little boys tell liee, but you know I,

DJ;1self, personally, do not like to have you do it, so please do not do
ft. 'in the future." Is that what you sq? Or suppose that Mary takes a
piece of pie right out of the pie that is aavec1 for the family supper;,
I used to do that when I was a child; I still want to. Do you sa;y to her J
"!darT,all little girls with spunk and initiative go to the pantq and
take the

th1.D8 that was saved for

the family, but ju8t for

~

sake I wish

you would not do that in the future.· Is that what you would sq? Of
couree DOt. You

s~

to JohDnisJIf.All straight, upstandinc little boys

are honest and thNthful; they do not tell lies, - . I want II\Y boy to
be honest &Dd tru.thf'al." ADd you

s~

to Yaxy: lilt 18 self18h to take the

thlngs that were for the whole faml17; lt ls selflsh aDd I 4GIl"

want

'lIl3' little glrl to be selfish. n You le;y down a moral basil upon whiGh

,-OU begln

to enforce moral law. ad,

au

frieDd., q:a1n I

repea'. I _

not one of those who belleve that the mere enactment of law, making the
maldDg of war a orime, would, of itself, stop war; but I am at a 1.0••

to UDderataDd bow the World Court. or the Ha&ue Court or aJJ¥ tri1nma1
which ls constituted can brand the maJdnc of war as illegal aDd dle
reputable so long as we recognise aDd tolerate aDd eanctlon tbe maJdDg
of war. (Applause)

In other worda, in addltlon to the machlne17 for

enforcement, ln addltlon to the World Court, ln additlon to some ldDd
of permanent, continuousl)'" operatiDg intel'D&tlonal organizatlon which
must exlst, the world needs to declare moral 1_ as appllcable between
~he

:nationa. The world needs to l q down a "Ten Coornendments" between

tbe natlons. "'.ftlou shalt not war; thou Bbalt not steal; thou abalt not
oppress."
.ADd b,- whom can th1B law be laid down? It can be laid down

b,- trut,-; lt can be laid down by <X>D!ereDC8; it can be laid down 'b7
the League of Nation••

~

beginning has been made in the protoool at

Geneva, with its declaration of the outlaw17 of war.

~

beglnning baa

been made in the Borah resolution, peDd.1Dc in the Isenate for the
law17 of war. These declarations have not

&8

0\11;

)'"et been acoepted and en

acted, but tl181' are a ve17 important start.
Ot1:ler l_s IIN.8t follow, the law of enact1Dg orimes between
nations Just as those crimes exist between individUals. Sappose, for
instance,

Tau were

to cu.t out of the law of New York St• •, or Ohio,or

Oalifornia, the laws maklng murder and arson, rape, and

'buJ"~

crimea,

tbe whole b.ttom would have dropped out of ,-our moral and soclal fabric;

7011 would bave lost. the very bas1s upon which all law 18 built.

~

first step in law enforcement is to declare law. !low thi. Ten 00nmaDd
ments couJ.d be declared b7 the Hague Court or by the World Court. it
these tribunal. could lay dan law. And. JlfI fr1ende. what I am about
to s81' to 70U I want you in no sense to cOllstrae as crt.tic1em upon
arbitration or &s opposition to entering the World CO'U1"t. I wish the
world would employ arbitration to the last possible degree. and I
favor our entering the World CO'U1"t, but neither court

ot arbitration

nor the World Court as now constituted can lq down law.
4 court lqa down law in quite a simple wq. It has a given
case before it. and upon the facts of that case 1t enunciates legal
and moral principles. When another case based upon the same k1nd of

facts comes before the oourt. the court applies the legal and moral
principle laid down in the first case to the second Case uact17 as if
that law had been passed by the legislature.
Let me Uluetrate by a case with which we are familiar in
Ohio. We had what we called the last OlevelaDd Mwdc1pal
before we got the vote.

~e

SU:tfr~e

cae.

city of mast Cleveland had a home rule

charter and it gave the women the vote. We went to the Supreme Court
of Ohio. upon the legality of our enfranchisement in municipal matters,
an4 the Supreme Court said that a home rule city in Ohio could give

women the right to vote in city electione. and the women cf lCast Clev'"
land secured the municipal vote. Shortly after the women of Columbus
induced their Oharkr Coumiss1on to give them a vote in the Columbus
charter. and the charter was subm1tted to the eleotors and oarrted.
Now. if the Supreme Oourt of Ohio had not been able to la;y down law the
women of Columbus would have had to apply again to the Supreme Court

to see whether tbe7 had a right to vote in Columbu.s electiou. Ba.1..
the SUpreme Court had held in the fire.t case IliA. charter city has the
right to give women the power to vote in city electlons. A Jnd so woman
of Columbus did not have to try their

CaM

because law was made b7 the

SUpreme Oourt when it laid down legal principles in the J:aat Olevel8Dd
case.

Now, in an arbitration moral principle i8 not laid down.
ubi tre.tion simp17 decides the case. It decides who wins, but DOt who
is right or wroD8. And as to the World Oourt, it is bound b7 this
provision in the statute. Article 59 of the statute which creates the
oourt states as follows:"Tbe decision of the court has no binding
foroe exoept between the parties and in respect of that particular cue.'

ADd so, DW" friltDda. the World Court can no t lq down 18lf. I
believe in adheriDg to the World Court beoaue it can interpret 18lf'
because it can adjudicate case. which come wi thin i t.

~sd1ction,but

we shall have to have law, not codified but enacted, declaring the
primar,y crimes between nations before we

CaD

proper17 go forward to

enforce that law. Sometimes when I think that we have asked of the
World Court. and the Hague Court. and the League of Nations, asking
them to prevent war, when up to this time in history the whole 80
o

called Christian World, the whole civilized world tolerated and aanctioDe4
war, it seems to me that we have been a8king an imp08sible thing, becsuae
the sanction mu.st be taken

&Wtq

from war before we can enforce provisio.

against war.
ad now, the women of this ccnmt17 dtlll8Dd that this be dODe,

th87 demand that war sball no longer be 881lCtioned; theT demand tha:
use of law as a meaus of settling international controversiee be adopted.

.ADd some people sq this is impossible.

~,

DI1 friends,

h'UIDaB hieto17 shows that, this 18 the neZlt step in our social develop
ment. There was B\1Qh a thing

88

war between individuals; there

W88

private warfare between individuals; that private warfare has been
aboliehed. !Jhere was warfare to determiDe legal questions. Ken ueed
to go out and fight to decide questions of titles to land in what was
celled the "wager of battle". That has been aboliBhed, and the duel,
which clUD& so lOJlg and so persistently - that has gone with the ad
vance of civilization. Shall ws sq that men, men who . .1m beneath the
sea in boats and who climb the sq in airplanes, are inoapable of
applyiDg to themselves in groups the same lair which they applied to
themeel-.es as 1Ddividuala?
Now, I eha1l speak to you of another danger which we face
that is, the danger that we Bhall thiDk we know too little

to assist

in solvbg this problem. I was interested to read the other dq in a
statement of a speech made b7 a distiDgl11Ibed offioer for whom I have
the hignest personal regard, tnat be said that pacificism in the United
States was rampant because of the women's insatiable desire to mix in
things whioh the1 did not urJderstand. And he said tnat we did not under
stand war, because war is a question of matnematics and science.(Leughter)
Of course, I do not know whether this dist1DgU.iBhed officer said what

is asoribed to him, but the fact doe. remain that that view uists. I'
grsnt that ecience goes into the maldng of war. I could not calculate
the trigometrio formulae of our great modern gons: moreover, very few
men oould.(Laoghter) SCience, of e»U'se, governs m1litary tactics: sciellCe
must alwqa come into plq when war is made; but the question of keep1Dg out,
of war. the question of ma1ntatJlhag peace, aDd the qa.estion of eatablish1ug

peace ia not a question of eoienoe and

ma~tio.;

i' ia a question

of establiabiDg moral principles bem- the nations as law, enforceable
as law, and that i8 not a question of the curve or the 1DOID8I1tum or the
velocit7 of a gunshot.
And then, on the other haDd, there are 80me people who th1D1t

we

C8l1

not help to eetablillh peace beC8U8e there i8 80 IIIJDh to know

about the Dawes plan, there i8

80

DD1Ch to know about the whole queation;

and U we are really to UDderstand the work1ngs of the League of :Ratione,

our treaty relatione in the Senate, the World

Coun,

and the workings

of the Pan-Jmerican Union, we shall need DIlCh more expert knowledge than
we haTe._ I go so far as to 8ey that no woman's club or organization in
thia ocnmtl'7 ought to f'unction longer Without haviDg one member,a can
mittee of

ODe,

to read the League of Nation'8 documenta, to keep in

touch with thiDgs that are goiDg on in the Senate, to be p.sted upon our
relationa ,partlcrolarl7 with South .ADlerica anAl Central America and the
Oaribbeen, and to report back to her own club.
But after all, the great basic policies which 'ODderlie the
making of peace are not difficult of comprehension • .A1:q ordiDar1ly in

telligent person can understand them. I will even

s~

that never until

in thh countX7 the ordil1&1'7 person, the DOn-expert voter, ia tak8B
into the confidence of .the peace e%pert, never until that time cen
MDerica take her place 8Il1Oug the leaders in the peace movement of the
world. (Jpplauae)
I remember there was a great meetiDg held onoe at the Masonio
HaJ.l in Oleveland at which M}"s. Oatt spoke. WUl Irwin had told us
what would happen to the world in the next world war; that war would
be directed against the whole oivilian population; how the advance of

chemical warfare would make the nut war somethiDg undreamed of. Mr••
Catt had some scholarly address to make, and instead of
threw down her

~cript

making

it she

and oame down into the oenter of the stage

and O8118d 'UpOn the women of the United States to end war. 'lbat 0811
we are still hear!D&. I suppo.e I have quoted one lnmdred times
somethiDg which she said that night. She ea1d:"The women in this room
can do this thingl the women in this room can do this thing.- ad when
she said that she aaid somethiDg truer than she

mew.

She said s0m8thiDg

whiah ehe knew from her own experience to be true for she had seen the
woman's suffra&e movement start when women had

DO tra.1ni~, DO

educatioa,

no money, nothiDg but the iDherent rightness of their cause; she bad s• •
it sweep over

~e

this room

do aD.Ythiq which is right and Juat,lIO" friends.

Can

whole c1'91.lised world in her litetime. The women in

'lb.1nk of the colossal absurdity" that we should haTe lived H
thi. yeU'

ot. our Lord,1926, and the law for nations duriug all this

time until very recently has 'been."1he State can do

DO

wrong" •••

have to change that 1M;" we have to wr1 te new law, we have to sq ,"~
State shall do no

Wl'ODg".

'e bave great odds a&a1nst us; we bave grea.t interests aD4
great powers against us; we have something, on the other hand, to inapi"
us. The boys, you know, .ent out end met e1x times their mmlber of the
crack troops of Earope, and sent them reeling back in their tra.ckBI8Dll,
of coa.rs., they fought for a number of thUgs, but they fought principslq
because th87 thought that that would end war. If we have 8nT conception
of their sacrifice we will never let that standard fall; we will make
this war the war which did end .ar.
Sometimes I am depressed over the international situation,

but I heard something this SUDIIler which I intend to keep before me ..
a s1Jl1bol of our hope. I know a girl, l4s.rjorie Johnson, who did war work
in

!tall'

and France and Ge~. !Ih1s SUllllD8r she visited all of her little

village. and she persoDally investigated aDd knew that this thing happened.
A,il. MonU'aucon, in FraDee, which was so shelled that it seems nothiDg but
a remnent was left of the town when the armistice was signed, a

rQ8A

came one night at dusk aDd knocked at the door, aDd he asked if ahe was
the woman of the house. He spoke French - a strange k1Dd of Frenoh.She
jaid,"Yes I am the houaewife. If He said,IIPerhap8 you 'WOn' t want to talk
to me, because I am a German. 1I She said, "Go on, monsieur. II

II

I had a son

who was ldlled in the war,lIha said,"He was ldlled near here and he was
buried somewhere near here. I came over this morning as early as I could
to hunt for his grave and I o:>uld not find it; I thought perhaps I could
find some cott8&e where I could 8tq all night aDd go on tomorrow morn
iDg in the search, but probably you won't want me to stq UDder your
roof because I am a German. II She said,lIWonsieur, I had a son who was
killed in the war, killed fightiug for )lrenee in self-defense; your son
was ldlled fightlDg UDder orders, and I suppose he was killed doing
what he thought was right; but shall

~one

say that a8 between a father

who lost his son in battle and a mother who has lost her son in battle ,

there is a gap that can not be bridged., Oome in, monsieur, aDd stq th1a
night. II
I do not know bow many of us oould rise to that height.; but,

my friends," the great forces of human affection, the great love of
fathers and mothers for chUdren the world over are fighting this
battle. With that irresistable aid the women in this room oan do th1a
thing; they can do it because it is eternally right. There is

DO

8i tuat10n in the world in which the rules of right and wrong can not
function. T.here is no group in the world to which the laws of right
shoul.d not apply t and you and I have to study this problem in' this
conference, and go out to teach the race that we will have law, not
war.(~lause)
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The Dntie8 of a CODgre88D1BA.
J\ speech delivered by Ruth Bryan Owen before the American Academy of

Politioal and Social Scienae, at Philadelphia, November 27,1929.
One hundred and forty years of usage have not sufficed to
determine defiD1te17 the funotion of the Member of CODgress.

oar

Constitution names certain nece88ar.Y qualifications; the mode of
election 1& exactly determ1Ded; a certain attitude of m1Dd baa developed
on.the part of the electorate toward the duties expected fram their
Repreaentatives, but the actual function of thi8 offioial nmains a
subject for academic discus8ion.
Is the member of C0Dgr8S8 the spokesman of his conetitu8DC7.

expresstag the oollective opinion of the electorate, Whether or DOt
this opinion co1Dcide8 with his personal conviction, or i. the
Member of Cougres. selected b;y the voters as a gestUre of confidence in
hi. judgment and integnty in order that he

~

express on their

behalf his own couidered ,1udgmentat
TheBe two Widely divergent ooncepts form the basis for
interesting discussion, and the evident nebulousness of pUblic thought
on the matter pla.ce. the Representative in an anomalous and frequ8ntlli
unbecomiDg position. The condemnation of the press is visited alike
upon the CoDgressman Who votes 11d17. when he is b;y persoDal conviotion
"wet" and the CongresBIDan who Yotes "wet" in accordance with his oon
viction, when be know. the sentiment of his di8trict to be 1Idr;y". The
former i. unheai tat1D&J.y labeled "bn>ocri te" on the same page of the
newspaper which calls the latter "traitor-.
The plan of the congre..ional representation, outlined

b7r

tbe autbors of our governmental formulae was drafted for a bomogeneous
public largely agricu.l tural in its interests. aDd with a fairly
plicated

ecODDmiC

unCOlD'

pattern. 'rlrl.s plan mnst now be applied to a rapidly

inoreaeing heterogeneous population. with 1mexampled industrial devel
opment aDd a corresponding complexity of social and economio problems.
jn

interpretation of the Representative"

function.whiCh

expressed the orig.l.Da1 intent of tbe framers of the Constitution might:
well find itself affected by' the tremendoua cbaDges wbiob a centurT
and a half have produced.

There are also practical considerations involved in the
acceptance of eitber definition of function. It tbe CougresSlD8Z1 is to
be regarded as the mouthpiece of tbe people of hie dietrict there DII18t
be a technique b7 whiob be can accurately ascertain their will. This
implies a oontiunous and efficient contact between the public aDd their
Representatives if the Representative in Congress is to voice the
opinion of from 250.000 to 500.000 people on

~

question which ID8l' arise.

unless the Congressman exerts bis ingenuity to devise same
individual metbod of liaison. be bas only two accepted sources of
info~tion

regarding public sentiment. the press of bis district. aDd

the letters whieb come to his desk.
While there are individual OOPrJ11n t ties in which the editore
are so cl08e to the feeling of the CA)!D!!QXlltl that they can and do
reflect public op1n1oa accurately in their colUDll1S. there are

~

other coDlllWl1ties in which. either thro1J&h political Parti8anship or a
lack of tbe necessart QlDPathT and understBndiDg. the local ed1 tor does
not reflect in his column the

feel~

of the cormnmity.

In all events, there rama1ns a wide gap in regard to questions

of a technical or international nature, which. beiDg outside the scope
of 1m:nediate interest of the local preas. are scarce17 touched upon at

all. liven the most careful peruaal of the press of a district can not
give the BepresentatiYe a reflection of the public attitude of miDd on
~

questions which are presented for his consideration. As a medium .

for SUPP17'icg the BepresentatiYe with the public opinion of his district,
the press, 1maided, is not sufficient.
If a vol'\1lDe of mail prOvided an acaurate gauge of the feel1Dgs
of a consti ta.ency'. the Representative ought to be well e¢pped.Hundreda
of letters on a great variety of subjects pour onto the OongresemaD's
de~

aDd fUrnish a number of straws to indicate

the direction in which

the wind of public opinion auq be blowiDg; but there are factors which
militate against the accuracy' of this gauge - one, the organised
propaganda efforts frequently stirred up by some single active indiYiclual
or grcnzp; another, the fact that it is not alwqa the most insistent and
vocal opinion which is the most

trustwort~

of public sentiIl8nt.

The practice of printicg in the • •.,.,.ra or broadcasting

over the radio the appeal "Write to your OODgreseman about this" often
resul ts in

lID

avalanche of mail which indicates nothiDg more than the

power of auggestion on the human mind and a regrettable miainformation
about the actual source of help for aome particrolar local difficult;,.
Frequent17 an ind1vid:aal or an organization can produae the
appearance of public opinion b7 an organized demonatration, aDd this
ability renders the Congressman'a mail a not entirel7 accurate gauge
of public opinion unless there ia a contiuaal exercise of

discr~na

tion aDd a judicial weigbiDg of evidenoe.

The legislative committees of various clubs direct frequent

impulBes, which produce a volum1noua correspondence. In U1Uitration,
the Norbeck bird bill seemed to affect powertully the imagination of
women' B groups. Although I heard of no opposition to this b111, I re
ceived a continual Btream of letters from

me the duty of asdsting in its

paB8&g8,

~

district which urged upon

and long after the bill had

been passed and signed aDd had become law I contiDlled to receive appeals
urging me to sv:pport it.
It is evident that if the Congressman is to be the mouthpiece

of his people he will need additional meana of familiarizing himself with
tl:leir thought, a continual close contact not turnished by the local
press or by the letters which come to his desk • .A. technique mu.st be
developed for obtaining those optnions from the collective mind of hiB
oonstituency, of which he is to be the voice.
On the other hand, if the tunction of the Congressman is that

of leader rather than mouthpiece of his constituency, another technique
w11l be required. The problem then lies in disseminating to the citizens
a 1al.owledge of the position which their Representative has taken. The
public must be aoqua.1nted in deta11 with the CongreBsman's optnions and
diota, and some maohiner.1 is required to disseminate this information.
There are three methods by which the Jepresentative mq, wi th
more or less success, acQUaint the public with his stand upon public
questions.

~

Congressional Bacord probably has same such purpose for

itB raison d1etre,but there are several CircumStanceB which prevent it
from completely filling the function of interpreter to the publio. There
are oulT 60 copies of the CongressioD8l Record assigned to each
Representative for distribution to his distriot.
In

~

own oongres8ioD8l district this proVides approximately

one copy of the Record for each 8,333 of the population. Although I
have in practical1T every in8tance assigned these Congressional Recorda
to public libraries and

insti~tions

in which they will be available

for public inspection, I can not venture to hope that orowds are now
elbclwing their "8¥ to these libraries in an

~er

effort to find out

what 8tand I have taken on the Hawley tariff bill.
I would be interested to know how many people in
read ever,y copy of the Congressional

Reco~.

~

distriot

I feel certain that it is

not a large number, and that this publication, invaluable for occaaional
reference, can not be

rega~ed

as an efficient method fbr acquainting

the entire publio with the opinions and utterancea of the Representative
in Congress.
A 8econd method of disseminating this infonnation is

~

the campaign speeches of the Representative. The fact that the Congress
man Mllst seek re-election every two years helps to insure a certain
frequency of campaign trips and public utterances in the nature of a
report of congressional 8ervioe. The use of the radio has tremendously
increased the scope of campaign speeches and bas brought a far wider
publio into touch with the voice and thought of the political caDd.idate.
But aSBuming that circumstances compel the Representative to present
himself for a biennial tour of hi8 d1strict and that a acrupulous
conscientiousness forces htm to furnish his publio with an account of
his attitude on all public questions, there remains the fact

~t

tJlo

years is a comparatively long space of time t'or the public to wait for
information, al though it mq seem to the Congressman a paiD1"u11y short
interval between campaigns for reelection. Also it is arguable that the
exigencies of the poli tioal situation and the urgency with which the

candidate muat plead his csuse

~

sometimes prevent a complete and

dispassionate record. and certa1Dly the mental atmosphere of a campaign
is not one in which the pUblic can calmly and correctly

inf01m

itself

on the detaU. of a Oongresaman I s record.
!here remains the third method by which this diBs.u.u.t1on
of intomation mq be accomplished. the issuance of news to the natioDBl
press associatiol18 or special news bulletina to the press of the district.
If a matter is of sufficient importanoe to Justify the intereet of the
national press the former is the effective medium. but UDfortanately
many of the questions which are of vital interest to the local voter in
8.'lJ:¥ partic:ular State can not be regarded as natioDal newa.

The issuance of news bulletins from the Representative to the
press of his district offers two problems. that of the time required
and the cost involved. The Goverument allowance of

$

~.OOO

a year for

secretarial aides to each Congressman does not provide a margin for a
publicity expert concerned with the compilation of news. The work which
must be accaunted for by the Congressman's staff 18 unremitting and
hea~·.

This can be increased almost indefinitely in the measure that

the Congressman desires to expand the scope of his work. but it can
not be decreased below a certain

min~

of serTics. and the duties

implied tax the staff of s:JJ:1 conscientious Congressman. If the Represen
tative is impelled to furnish a press service from his own purse, the
demands "ill not be light upon 1t. In 1111 own dietrict I have appro:a:1
mately- 90 newspapers. A "eekly or monthly news-bulletin service to 90
newspapers would be a costly UDdertald.ng, although if I had the means
to undertake some 8UQh project, I would welcome the opportunity to
render the very definite service which I believe it would give to the

public which elected me.
We have in considering the tanction of a Congresmnan,

88

either spokeeman for or leader of hie oonstituency, to care:f'u1l1 oonsider
the two techniques implied in gathering from the pnblic an accurate
sense of its verdict on all questions or disseminating to the pnblic a
complete account of the leader's own expression on their behalf.
In presenting DIY iDdividual definition of the function of
Congressman, and certain applications of

~e

&

theor,y of congressional

representation, which I ha"e made as a result of D\Y own earnest desire
to discharge the respeDsiblli ty laid upon me by the electorate, I
present these conclusions before riCh a group as is represented here
with a oertain diffidence.
Wq I employe. oomparison from the highly domestic aDd

feminine profession of dresllDlftJdng? There are two schools of thought
amoDl;8t dresmakers. There are the dressmakers who ha"e a carefull1
prepared pattern which they can place upon the oloth, cutting the
desired garment from it, and there are the dres8lD8kers who drape the
material upon the living body of their Client, and ba"ing pinned into
position a becoming garment, they are then able to spread the material
out and sse what shape it really is.
As profound students of social and poll tical science you
are yourselves familiar with paper patterns. I find myself OODfronted with a living congressional distriot upon whioh I am attempting
to drape a garment at once adequate and fitted to the subject. In this
spirit I present

~

conolusions in all hwn1lity.

I offer as D\Y suggestion that the function of the Representa
tive in Congress is neither exclusively mouthpiece or leader, but a

combining of these two functions in a carefully considered dual re
lationship, with a gre.dual 'relld, as the beg1Jmer in CcmgreS8 becomes
after years of service a senior member, aDd as relationship in oonfidence
~s

buUt up tb.roagh the years, a gradual treDd. from the fUnction of

spokesman only to a greater aDd. greater degree of t1"ll.8ted leadership.
While there are purely looal and personal ques tiona on which
the 1ndividual oitizen has his BtroDg oonvictions, which the BepreBen
tative must at all times respect,

~re

of national aDd international action
beiDg unqualified to

~e

~n

will alw.,s be a large field
which the illdividual voter,

with technioal Bkill and. breadth of vision,

should be able to trust his Bepresentativels Judgment.
Ja this dual capacity necessitates the serious oonsideration

of the establishment of an intellectual contact between the voter aDd
the Representative, I nhgd.t as a coroll&l7 to III" definition of tune
tion those methods by whioh 1 hope to inform ~self and qr district.
I have 'selected at about the geographical center of III"
district a resident secretar,y to serve as a liaison officer between
~

office in Washington and the people of qr far-nung district. By

personally attending looal conventions and conferences, III" resident secretar,r
can keep me infomed on the public attitude of milld, and by ]gans of
a set of questioDDAires we are malc1.Dg surveys upon which m;y efforts in
CODgre8S on behalf of the distriot will be based. We are at the same
time organizing advisor,y groups, representative of the opinion of the
public. For instance, we have obtained, by ask1Dg the suggestions of
chambers of commerce and editors of newspapers, a list of those who are
qualified, by actual experience, to be regarded as experts 1D agriculture
in eV8r,y county in the district. '" list of some 500 leading growers of

fruits and vegetables has thus been compiled. To these growera quea'ieD!
naires were sent b,.
farmer in

e~r.v

~

resident secretal7 as to the UDIII8t needs of the

section of our distriot. From the replies to the..

questionnaires we have bean enabled to formnlate a oomprehensive
picture of our agricultural problems.
If in one

CO'UJlQ'.

there is a need of soil BUrYe,. aDd in aDOther

it is a lack of water transportation which constit;utesthe farmer'.
probla, or if a protective tariff against destractive oompetitiOD with
Cuban or Mexican products seems to the local farmer to be neoe888l"1 for
his prosperity, I want to visualize this Whole situation, aDd b7 the . . .
I have 3UBt outlined I have been able to do so.
~

problems of JJV cout line, its harbor and iulet.,

lighthouses and its Ooast

Qoard,

are the subject of another

i'

BUn'''',

which

will not onll' supply the required data to give me a perspective for IIIlV
coagressional work but will also, as in the case of the farmer8, Cl8'f8J.op
a list which will cont1Duall1 grow - a list of those persona best
qualified

'0

r~re8ent

public opinion in a specialized field.

To the technique of dissem1natiag to the public a lmaWle4&e
of the pod tion of its Representative I contribute the ammal repone
At the adjournment of the special •••sion la.st sprine I
visited ever,v county in

~

district, and practicall,. ever" town, and

made my first annual report to more than 60 toWDs, speaking to over
40,000 people face to face, exclusive of that far larger publio which
my report rea.ched by means of the radio. If there was &DY q1»stion &8

to the interest which the American citizen feels in his Goverament, it
would be answered by the way in which those report meetings in
withaut the excitement of a political oampaign, were attended.

ml~r.

GatheriDgs which represented the whole population of little
rural communities listened attentively to every detail of

~

report.

In every instance I not only gave an accounting of my legislative
stewardShip but I attempted also to outline briefly some of the
mechanisms of government which are little known to the general public.
with the idea that by such means I could each year add to the public
consciousness of ~ district a technical knowledge of gover.amental
institutions. I also outliud in every report those pending measures'
which were closest to the interest of the people in order to direct
their attention and study.
By the resident secretar;y and those conferences held in
every town, in which the people we·n :iDvtted to bring their problems
p'ersonally to me. I want to gain that 0).08e knowledge of the thought
of the people as well as their problem. without which I can not hope
to aocurate17 voioe their sentiments. And by the ammal report. I bope
to disseminate to the public not only.: information regarding rrq individual
stand on public qUestions, lnlt a knowledge of the more obscmre bureans
and departments of Govermnent which are equipped to render a valuable
service to our people and a lmowledge by which JII7 public can tremendously
benefit.
The foregoing discussion has occupied itself with the duty of

the Representative in relation to the electorate. I frequently hear
the

te~

8 tatio

Meleeto rate- uaed in a w., which implies that the electorate is

- BomethiDg alrea.q formed and fixed in its qaali ty. These

referenoes fail to take account of the acoretions represented by
tremendous numbers of young voters, who in each election cast a first
ballot and briDg fresh minds to bear on political problems.

Surely the individual selected b.J the voters as their Oongrees
man bears some rela.tion not yet analyzed and defined to these newcomers
in the field of political endeavor. When the high school or college
gives the graduate a diploma which marks the close of his school life,
surely there should be some gesture of welcome on the part of the
Government of the Republic when the duties of citizenship in the school
are exchanged for those of citizenship in the Nation.

T.be jmerican'e Oreed, in which William T,yler Page has
finely set

~t

the fundamental

atti~de

80

of mind of the patriot, I am

having engraved on sheets of parohment similar to \bose used for diplomas.
:mach youth will be welcomed to participAtion in the functions of Govern

ment by

~

presentation of the American's Oreed to ever,r graduate from

a high school. college, or university in

~

district.

And in each of ~ 18 counties I bave instituted citize~ip

oontests. The students of the high schools will select by vote. each year,
the three boys and three girls from their number who have been the best
citizens - not the best scholars necessarily, but those who have given
the most unselfish service to their school. From this group the facul ty
will select the one boy and one girl in each county who is their choice
as representing the highest degree of individual citizenShip.
At Easter I will take these 36 young people to Washington for
a week 1'8 stud3 of Government. Following the same general plan whioh I
have used for more than 100 Florida children, I will attempt to give these
boys and girls a bird'e e.ye view of Amerioan history and institutions.
Firat. we will read the Declaration of Independence in the original, where
it hangs in its gold case in the OODgreBsional Librar,y.
Then we will walk in the footsteps of Washington at Mount

Vernon and. standing in front of the Capitol. where its dome rises
against the Sky, we will see those legislative halls where the Senate
and the Congress of the United States assembl.. I want the students to
visit the Supreme Court. No one can fail to respect the dignity of law
if they have seen our Snpreme Court in session. These young oitiEens
will meet the President and realize that the President of our Republic
has a word of warm commendation and welcome for students who represent

the best citizenship in their communities. I want this pilgrimage to
give to these yOUDg people not only a birdls 8Y'e view of our history and
institutions but to place as a background for all their political
thiDk1ng those high, whi t8 columns and symnetrioal marble structures
which give our National Capitol U.c'dignity and beauty.
In offering oerta.in conolusions which I have reached in my
desire to formulate applioations of the tbeor,y of congressional repre
sentation at once efficient and accurate, I realize the inadequacY' of
~

review of the function of the Representative which deals with the

technical formula and omits the deeper spiri tua1 significanoes.
There are certain call1n&s which by the loftiness of their
intent set themselves apart from the material oOC1%pations of mankind.
When. by virtue of his office. an individual is given the title of
"Justice" he has been invested with the symbol of a divine, not a human,
attribute. Clothed in this dignity he is charged with the balancing of
scales in which the results of lmman fraili ties and strength I!ll1st be
weighed for the safeguarding of society.
ADd in like manner. when an individual is chosen by a
quarte~

of a million of his fellow oitizens as "Representative". aDd. bY'

virtue of this offioe, beoomes the voioe of the inarticulate and the

de!ender of those whose condition places them in need of the llpecial
consideration of their Government. hie is a responeiblli ty which not
only cells for an accurate

tec~que

and a material efficiency. but one

which places in the hands of the Representative a measure of the
destinies of those who have expressed their trust in

~

by the ballot •

Because I am persoDal17 familiar with every colllllUni ty in

~

district. I found DI1self visualizing all that wide territory when I
took

~

I found

oath of office. I could see each city and eaCh little village;
~8elf

picturing the stretches of Everglades land. with the

farmere out working under the sun. I oo'Old see

ih.e~1'ie.men ill

their

boats on the blue wa.ter. aDd I thought.11If 8D1'thing should go wrong
with my people now it will be DI1 fault. for they have trusted me. II,
I wonder if there are a:JJ7 hours too long. or a:tJ:I work too
arduoua to be giun willingly in the discba.rge of such a. dutY' as
representation lays upon the official. I think that there ie not. and
I know that the major portlon of

~

colleagues in the House of

Representatives share this attitude of mind.
It is natural that the v1Bitors to the gallery of Congress

are often filled with a sense of disillusioDment when they Bee the
apparently casual and irrelevant procedure in tnat Chamber. There anould
be some wq to acquaint thEm with the fact that they are able to Bee from
the gallery of Oongress only a small fraction of the actual work which
the members accomplish in their individual offices. in committees. aDd
~n

those errands on behalf of the constituency which carry them into all

parts of that labyrinth of departments and bureaus in which the Nation' B
business is administered.
The long Dours of painstaking and selfless effort can not be

perceived by the casual visitor, neither are they reflected in the
general tones of the press comment. It is natural that some piece of
buffoonery or some catchy phrase of sensational epithet should find
itself in heavy type on the front pa«es of the newspapers, while a
vast amount of quiet, consoientious effort is by its ver:! V01WDe
rendered a commonplace. It i. not news that some Oongressman give. so
generously of his time aud effort that his hee.lth aud streDgth, and
even his life, are laid down as his contribution to government. There
is nothing strik1nc here - there is no word or act to foOtls public
attention - and yet how muah more secure our public would feel, and how
much more proud in the right to citizenship in a republic, if the real

quality of congressional servioe were apparent to all.
I have not heard this conception of public servioe in Congress
foxmulated in words by rq colleagu,es, but I have seen it apresBed in
their lives.
A recognition of their vidon and integrity, as well as rrr:r own
senBe of the trust imposed in me by the voters of rrr:r district, invest.
ths office to whiCh I have been elected with a significance which oan
not be compressed into au analysis of methods or techniqu.
Those stra.n&e, strong currents whiah sweep thrOU&h the hearts of
men, tranBllllltiDg toil into joyful service, can not be measured. 'J!he sense
of haviDg been given, throU&h partioipation in tb.e high calling of a
Representative, the right to clasp in

~

band the hands of balf a million

people extended to me in frieDdilElip - to bear to them a close, human re
lationship bound up with their present well-beiDg and their future hopes
and aspirations. goes too deep into the emotions to be expressed in words. (:115)

(r15)~7en,Ru.th Bryan."'l'he Da.ties of a CODgresBDWI.. 1I ·~p·..l-S.

It Can Be Done.
A. campaign speeob for Prea1dent Hoover delivered by Mrs. Mabel

Walker Willebrandt in Warren,Ohio. September 25, 1928.
The stationery stores of the country sell postcards
with the legend lilt canlt be done" excepting that the letter

"Til in can't has been crossed with a red line. Althaagb. the
card is a flippant one, it truly reflects the state of mind of
the .American people. The thought that there is aqthing they.
through their GoTernm8l1t. oan not do is obnoxiOt1s. Because of
that state of mind Amerioa has produoed inTentione. the full
significance of which bas not even been approximated. Through
sheer will power aDd the

unwill1ngDes~

to admit defeat, the

unwillingness to admit that "It canlt be done" • .America and the
world in general have been made a

bette~

place to liTe.

An example is the development of the automobile

indust17, and partioUJ.arly the part that has been played by
Ford and General Motors. We are now faoed with the astonishiDg
spectacle of some of the leaders in Amerioan industry try1JJg
to make the Amerioan people believe that "it canlt be done" only
when we are ooncerned with the material thiD&s of life, but
that when it comes to a question of good. govenunent, that when
it comes to a question of decent 11ving, that when it comes
to a questiQn of obeying law, that when it comes to a qUestion
of abolishlnc the bootlegger and the speakea.sY', that when it
comes to a question of maldng the law of the land paramount
to the vice elemant of the oOlllDW1ity. that "it can I t be done".

90.

~ere

are, of course. many who do not believe tnat

the prohibition law is a good one. There are those who sincerely
believe tbat the Eighteenth JlDendment should be repealed. It
IDSl' be conceded that they are now in the minority just as the

prohibitionists were once in the minority. The right to diveree
views on this subject is undoubted. SUCh divergence of views
is not only proper but ia wholesome. since it focuses the •.
attention of the nation on the different aapects of the question.
~t

when

~

considerable DUlllber of the .American

people and especially when some leaders industrially and political
ly press upon the public the thOtlght. the atate of mind that
they. the American people. are incapable of enforcing the
prohibition lu. or

~

law. then lIUoh leaders are infliotiug

upon the AlDerioan people a wound and a lmrt beyond the power
of lIUah leaders to calculue.
So far we have rapidly grown in power, in wealth.

in culture and spirituality. Whenever we get to the point
tbat we really believe of

~

national Job nobly and honestly

undertaken. that "it cantt be done", we will have reached
the apex of AMerica's achievement.
91&t is why there has been

80

tremendawl a recoil

against Governor Smith's policy of retreat on prohibition.
'Ibis ret_reat and effort to restore the beverage
liquor traffic is in line with hie years of

Ta~

training.

Tammany alwqs protected the saloem.

One serious reason for the opposition to the Democratic
nominee 18 hiB Ta1JwneV· cozmectionB. A man's horizon i8 alW8l'S

91.

limited by his contacts and the persons whom he serves and
the enterprises he undertakes. So, the average thoU&htful voter
will look at the experience of the two men, one of whom will
guide the nation for the next four years. All honor to a man

born humbly whether it be in the tenements of New York or near
a blacksmith forge in Iowa..
Humble beginnings are laduable and no man has a . :
choice as to where that beginning will be; but the test when
men submit themse1Yes for the highest public office in this
land is whether they bave enlarged the horizons that 11181 hay.
surrounded early life.
Those who oppose Governor Smith believe he has not
done so, but has used the forces of T8J!!ID8Iif and the underworld
as stepping-stones, with the inevitable political obligations
thereby imposed. We obse"e much effort to apologize for

TammAny and point out that 1t he.s now reformed and is
engaged largely in charitable enterprises. In fact, the
managers of the &n1 th oampaign have put forth an official
document dealing in a delicate and rarefied war with
Tst71llJ8X\Y and pointing out that organizations service to the
South in Reconstruction daJs.
If what TsmmaJV did to the South in the late
suties has a:q bearing on this campaign,
relevant to point out the

It

w~

is it not

81,000,000 stolen in two

years and eight months (see Encyclopedia Britannioa, the
eleventh edition, Vol'Ullle 26, P.391) from the citizens of
New York by T8'D'MD7 duriDg the Tweed,Croker,end Murpl:I;r period.

In fact, speaking of this reformation, I noticed that

on September 18,1928, the New York Times reported a speech made
by a prominent Soutbern Senator headlined "StUth Uplifts

Tanme~".

A significant sentence is IISince the hapP1 warrior became an

influence in the

T~

organization •.• .- ~ .~.. i t bas become daily

more respectable as well as more powerful ll •
We have hearl. a great many surprising things about the
Governor of New York since he became a candidate for President,
but this puts him in a new role.
I would not for the world wish to do Tammany an inJustioe
or disparace Governor Smith's undoubted talents, so in picturing
just

how big a

task he has undertaken when he becomes the uplifter

of Tanyneny, let us refer to no partis8l1 report. A paragraph in
the Encyclopedia Britannica,eleventh edition, Volume 26. P.392,
after describing various gangs of bribers and bosses

tr~t

have

rul ed TSIJID8D1" , sqs:
liThe grosser fonns

ot corruption that prevailed under

Tweed did not as a rule prevail in later years. InJitead the money
raised by and foX" the Hall end its leaders has come from the
blac1nn911ing of corporations, which find it easier to b1q' peace
than to fight for their rights; from corporations which desire
concessions from the city, or which do not wish to be interfered
with in encroachments on public rights; from liquor dealers, whose
licenses are more or less at the mercy of

811

unscrupulous party

in power; from other dealers, especially in the poorer parts of
the citY', whose business can be bampered by the polioe; from
offioeholders and oandidates for office, and, lastly, indirectlY'

through corrupt police officials, from the criminal classes and
gambliDg establishments in return for non-intervention on the
part of the po1ice. 1I
Of course, Tammany's Governor ID8l' be equal to the task

of reforming Tanmsny, but I want to say far above a whisper that
~

I doubt it.

There is no need of discouragement. The Eighteenth
.Amendment with all its high purpose, 18 safe with Herbert Hoover.
He believes in it. He has no handicaps of T8111118D1' associatioll8
or obligations. He has the training and the experience to tackle
it. He sees it in terms of its economic advanta&e, in terms of
patriotic and Unselfish sacrifice.
He sees it in terms of observance of law more than

enforcement of law • .After all, is making the amendment effective
a bigger Job than feeding Europe 7 It is not bigger than 8l\V one
of many of his administrative achievements. The core of the task
is leadership to lift our national morals to give the 18J1 a
fair chance.
Food won the war; but it meant getting 10;yalty and
cooperation from every kitchen • .A. great administration in whom
all had ccnfidence did that.

~s

eame administrator can instil

confidence in the Constitution and give new mean1Dg to 1.
observance.
Do you remember meCl.tless d.qs1 So, too, we ,oan have
cocktail-less parties. You sa.v that was war-t1me sacrifice, and
the avera&e oithen won't sacrifioe his desires in peaoe times.
Of course, peace patriotism is harder, but it is not impossible.

Respect for the Goverment and the Constitution is patriotism of
peace.
Herbert Hoover carries no timidity of defeat in his heart.
He has the amazing spiritual leadership to make each law-abiding
household want to do its bit. Governor Smith says it can't be done.
With Herbert Hoover we know it can be done. (116)

(116) The New York Times, September 25, 1928. p.l.
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